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Jim McGrath awards plaque to Immediate Past President Larry Spanier.
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Jim Miller and Bob Brackbill find something funny to discuss _

Directors Increase Alumni Scholarsh ips
Retiring President Larry Spanier opened the fall meeting of the MSM -UMR
Alumni Association on Friday, Oct. 26, in the Mark Twain Room of the University Center. He welcomed the nearly 40 members present and thanked them for
their continued support.
The first item of business was handled by Vice President Bob Wolf who
reported that all those nominated for office had been elected or re'-elected according to the returns from the mail balloting_ Officers for the 1984-85 term are as
follows: President-James B. McGrath, '49; President-Elect-Arther G_ Baebler,
'55; Vice Presidents-Alfred J. Buescher, '64, John B. Toomey, '49, Robert
Wolf, '51, J. Robert Patterson, '54 and Ernst A_ WeiReI, '44; Secretary-Matteo
A_ Coco, '66; and Treasurer-J_L "Jack" Painter, '50_
Alumni elected for a three-year term to the Board of Directors are: Directors
at Large-Gerald L Stevenson, '59 and Ronald A. Tappmeyer, '47. Area Directors-Zip Code Region 46-52-Robert L Seaman, '69; 62-62-Max A. Burgett,
'54; 63-64-Robert T. Berry, '72; 63-65-Mary S. Klorer. '81 ; 66-72-Peter DesJardins, '44 and 85-92-Albert S. Keevil, '43. Incumbent director re-elected is:
63-65-Jerome T. Berry, '49_
Following this announcement, Spanier presented the gavel to the new president , Jim McGrath. who introduced those new board members attending a
meeting for the first time. They were: Seaman, Burget't , R. Berry, M. Klorer and
Desjardins. He also welcomed Dave Blume who was attending his first meeting.
Matt Coco presented the minutes of the April 14 meeting and they were approved as corrected and circulated.
A report on the Annual Fund was given by AI Buescher and the financial
statemen,t was presented by Jack Painter. Details of the Annual Fund will be
published in the February "Honor Roll" issue of the MSM Alumnus.
Bob Wolf presented the proposed student financial aid budg~t for 1985 -86. He
pointed out that the 1983-84 budget had increased the amount of each scholarOn The Cover

Gill Montgomery , Class of 1934,
comes to the I:Iomecoming ga,me
equipped to cheer the 1984 Miners to
victory. 'The only thing he wasn't
equipped for was the rain shower
during halftime. Despite the rain , the
Miners beat Lincoln University 27·3.
For more homecoming pictures and
activities, see pages 1-17.
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ship and the 1984-85 budget had increased the number of scholarships available.
The proposed 1985-86 budget calls for both an increase in the amount of some
scholarships and the number of scholarships awarded. It proposes an increase
from $108,750 (1984-85 budget) to $142,750, up 31 percent. The proposed
budget passed.
Bob Vansant reported on the Jackling Fund and the annual Jackling Mineral
Industries Summer Careers Institute for high school juniors.
Bob Klorer announced the names of those who would be honored at the
Alumni Awards Banquet on the following day, and Art Baebler reported on activities of the four-campus University of Missouri Alumni Alliance. His tenure as
chairman of that group ends in December and UMR's other representative to
the group. AI Buescher, will become treasurer in 1985. He announced that the
freshman legislator tour of the UM System will be held in February and
Legislative Recognition Day is tentatively scheduled for April 16 and 30. A
reception for the new governor and the new University of Missouri president
will be given at the spring planning session.
Bob Bay reported that the members of the Engineering Joint Council plan to
meet with the new UM president , they will emphasize the need to maintain the
present engineering schools and not dilute the system by establishing more
undergraduate schools.
Joe Loveridge reported on activities of the Athletic Studies Committee and
Matt Coco said that he and Bob Bay represented the Alumni Association on the
Long Range Planning Committee. The final report of that committee was mailed
to all members of the association board and he suggested that the results could
be found in the summary.
Vice Chancellor Frank Mackaman made a brief report for Chancellor Joseph
Marchello who was in Columbia to attend a Uni versity of Missouri Board of
Curator's meeting. He also stated that the capital request budget includes money
needed for the Mineral Engineering Building, the Engineering Management
Building and the Alumni/Music/Auditorium Building. He said that the operating
budget request indicates that 1.2 million needs to be pulled from the base and
that UMR will find this hard to do since it was done years ago, before this reo
quest was made.
Larry Allen . assistant director of alumni activities, reported that 108 scholarships were awarded this year and that 30 of the students who received a form of
Association Student Financial Aid would jo.in the group for lunch in Centennial
Hall.
The following dates for future events were announced:
April 13
Spring Board meeting
April 16 or 30
Legislative Day
Oct. 18
. Fall Board meeting
Homecoming - 1985
Oct. 18-20
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HOMEC.OMING 1984
Attendees
,

by Class Year

Golden Alumni 1934 and before
Florence Flesh, '23.
........
. . Jefferson, TX
Ragan Ford, '23 .... . ......... . ...... . . . .......... . .... .... Minden, LA
Carl Heim, '25. .
..........
. ....... . . . .... . .. . . ..... Jasper, IN '
Elmer Gammeter, '26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... . ... Beaver. PA
Daniel Kennedy, '26. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
. Rolla, MO
Perry Love, '27. . .
. .... . . .... . .. . .. .. .. . ... . . . ....... Yoak um. TX
Gerald A. Roberts, '28. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . .
. . EI Dorado, AR
Henry Monsch , '29. . .. . .......... . . . .. . . . ... .. .. . ... Green Valley, AZ
Vernon Gevecker, '3 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Rolla, MO
Elmer J. Sperling, '3 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Webster Groves. MO
G. R. Throgmorton. '3 1. . .
..........
. ... . .. Louisv ille, KY
R. P. "Dusty" Rhoades, '32. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Ca rson Cit y, NV
James K. Richardson. '32. . . . . . . . .
. .. Sil ver Cit y, NM
Ray H. Runder, '32. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Ft. Worth, TX
Homer Thompson. '32.
. .. ... . .................. N. Li ttle Rock. AR

Cia!
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Del>'
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Class of '39
Hubert S. Barger.
...............
. . ... Evansv ille. IN
John D. Berwick.
...........
. ...... . ... Virginia Beach , VA
Charles E. Boulson . . .
. Ma rshfield. MO
Donald D. Burris. . . . . . . . . . ..
. .. .. . ... ... . .... Wayne, PA
Robert P. Dieffenbach . . . . . . . . .
...........
. ... Somerville, OH
Howard H. Fillmer.
..............
. Marshfield, MO
Walter Gammeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... Benton. AR
Robert P. Haviland. . . . . . . . . . .
. ... .. . ........ Daytona Beac h. FL
F. W. "Ted" Heiser. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
. Englewood. CO
John H. Livingston . ............... . ....... . . . ....... . ... Elm Grove. LA
Robert G. Livingston . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... . .. . . .. . . . .. . ... Cedar Hill. MO
Joel Loveridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . .... . ...... St. Louis, MO
Richard W. Love . . .
.........
. .. Tulsa, OK
Elmer M. Tomlinson, '32 ... . . . .. ...... . . .. . . . . .... .. .... St. Petersburg, FL
Frank Zvanut, '32. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Tyler, TX
Elmer Roemer, '33. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Rolla, MO
Walter Bruening, '34 . ....... . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . ... . . . . ... Sh reveport, LA
Gill Montgomery, '34 ....... . . ... . . . . .. .... . ..... . . . . . . .... . Eldorado, IL
George S. Richardson , '34. . . . . . . . . .
. . Roswell, NM
Raese W. Simpson, '34........ .. ....
. ... . . ... . . . S. Hadley , MA

Geofl
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Fred
Nick
Fred
Kenn
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Class of '36
Eugene Daily . . ... .
William Ernie Walker ...

................ . . . ............ Champaign , IL
. Cape Girardeau, MO

Cia!

Class of '37
Robert Elgin .. . ..... . ....... . . .
Peter Mattei, '37 .... . . . . .. . .... .. . . . .

. . ... . . St. James, MO
...... St. Louis, MO George Machens ..... ... ...... . ........ . .... . . .... ........ . . . Peoria, IL
Jim Miller ........ .. . ... . .. .. .. .. ... . ...... ..... ......... . .. Vista, CA
Class of '38
Charles W. Morris. .
. . . . ... .. ..... .. ... . .. .. . . .. .. . St. Louis, MO
Melvin E. Nickel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ............... Chicago, IL William Oberbeck .. . . . . . . .. ......... .. ..... . . .. . . . ...... Kirkwood, MO
E. W. Simpson, Jr. ... .. . .... ... ..... . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. ... Lincoln, NE Edgar F. Pohlmann. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . ..... . . . . . .. College Park, MO
William R. Rea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ..... ..... Bellevue, WA
. . . .... . . . ........ ... San Jose, IL
John F. L. Reed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A. E. "Dusty" Rhodes. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .. .•.. .
. . Albuquerque , NM
Kermit Siegrist. . . . . . .

. . . . . . ..... .. . . . ... ,' ... Longmont, CO

Leroy E. Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . Sun Cit y West, AZ
Robert E. Smith . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .
. . . . . .. . Rolla. MO
Albert L. Tetley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Birmirigham, AL
Wade D. Waters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........ . .... . ... . Bryan, OH

Class of '40
Woody Burgess.
..................
. . .. . . . . .
. .. Lyndhurst, OH
George Fort. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Oklahoma Cit y, OK
Russell A. Gund .
........
.........
. . Bixby, OK
Bob Klug. . .
............
. ........... . . Lebarion, MO
Roy Perry.
. . . .. ........ . .... . .. HuntingtQn Harbour, CA
Armin J. Tucker .
. . . . . . .. .. .• \ .
.'Alexandria,
VA
\

.
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1944 Continued
Ed Goetemann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . ........ Ladue, MO
D. Gostin. .
. .. .. ....... . .... Bradbury, CA
-' joli~ Crlffit'ht..
. .. . .... .... Bryn Mawr, PA
William A. Herrmann ... . . .. ..... . . . . . .. . .......... . . ...... Ballwin, MO
Edward S. Isenmann . . .
. ... . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . Kingwood, TX
Bob Klorer . . . . . .
........................... .
. .... Ferguson, MO '
William H. Magill. .
........
. . . . . . . . . .. . .... Lake Forest, IL
John Moore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... . .......... Cocoa Beach, FL
Sy Orlofsky.
..........
. ... . ......... Wilmington, DE
Vernon J. Pingel .
........
. . Arlington Heights, IL
Alan Ploesser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . . . Tuscon, AZ
Ken Rudert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Mt. Vernon, WA
Hans Schmoldt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Bartlesville, OK
"

~ar;nes.

Class of '4,1
Frank "Buck" Rogers , , ...... .. ......... .. . ... .. . .' . .. .. . .. . St. Louis, MO
De Marquis D. Wyatt . . .
. ......... . ....... . . . . . ... Annapolis, MD

Class of '42
A
10
lA

IH

a

George Axmacher . . .
. . . . . . . . . ... .. ....... .. . .. Oklahoma City, OK
Robert M. B~ackbi ll . . . . . . .
. . ..... . . . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . Dallas, TX
Fred Kisslinger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... .. . .. . ...... ~ Rolla, MO
Nick Mushovic ... ..... . ... . ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . .. . .. Peoria, IL
Fred W. Olde. .
...........
. ... Florissant, MO
Ke nneth A. Schowalter ...... . . . . . .. . . ..... . . . . . ... . .. . . . Monroeville, PA

R
L
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A
D

Kenneth W. Schoeneberg. . . .. . . ....... . ............ . . . ...... . Elgin, fL
Robert Setchfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . ....... St. Louis, MO
Morris Sievert ..... .. . ...... . .... . ... ..... ..... .. . . . ..... . . La Jolla, CA
Glenn L. Staley, Jr. . . . . . ...
. . ... . . . . ..... . .... . . . . ... Carbondale, IL
William 1. Thomas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . .... .. . . .... Oceanside, CA
Ernest A. Weinel ....... . .. .. . . . . ............... . ....... . ... O'Fallon, lL

)

Class of '47

Class of '43
Albert S. Keev il ..
Max Marlow ....... . . .. .

Fred G. Mertens . .. .......... . .. . ................. . ........ Mexico, MO
Stephen Salarano .... . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. .. .. ..... .... ... . . . Glendale, MO
Rod Schaefer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. ......... Rolla, MO
James W. Stephens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Lee's Summit, MO
......... . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. San Diego, CA Ron Tappmeyer ......... . . . . . . ... .. . ....... .. .. .. .. . ... Sugar Land, TX
. ....... . ... . ........... . Pinckneyville, IL
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Class of '44
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Robert L. Banks .. .... . .... .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ......... Bartlesville, OK
Edward B. Blair .... . .. .. ... . . . ... . . . ............ . ............ Alton, IL
John Brodhacker ...... . ..... . . , . .
. . ... .... . . .. .. Bloom ington, IN
Ronald L. Carm ichael . . . . . ....... . . . .. . . ... . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . Rolla, MO
Pete Des Jardins . . . . .
. ..... ... . . .... ...... .. . . . . .. . . ... Lafayette, LA
Robert O. Dietz ... . . . ........\ ........ . . . ... .. . .. ... .... Manchester, TN
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Class of '48
James B. Chaney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
. . Spring, TX
Harvey B. Leaver . .. . ..... . . . ... . . . . . ... ..... . . . ... . . . . Chesterfield, MO
Lee H. Markway.
...... .....
. .... . ..... Kingwood, TX
_David P. Petersen . . ............ . ....... .. ..... . ....... San Antonio, TX

CA

VA
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Ray H. Russell ..... ... ...... . . ..... . ... .. .... . . .
. ... Lit tle Rock. AR
Reuben H. Starkweather. . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . .. . . .. Sunrise Beach, MO
Ha rold E. Straub . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... .. . .. Ga rland. TX
Joe E. Strubert .
. . SI. Louis. MO
John Toomey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Alexandria. VA
Landon C. Viles.
...........
. ... . . . ... . . ....... Enon, OH
Art Weber . . . ...... ... .. .. . . . .. . . .
. . ..... . . . Houston . TX
Thomas P Wi rfs.
................
. ........ . .. ... Bay City, TX

c
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H
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R
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Class of '50
Billy R. Browngard. ...... ... . ..... . .. . . .. . . ... . . .
. . Hannibal. MO
Robert W. Buel.
.............
. .... ... .. . ... Chesterfield, MO
William W. Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . .
. Metuchen, NJ
Thomas A. Herrmann . . . . . . . . . . " ....... . ..... ... .. . ..... Ba llwin , MO
Geor~e W. Jam ieson ..... .. . . . ..... . .. . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . ... Houston, TX

R
\\
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C
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Class of '49
George M. Anderson .... ... . . . . ....... ...... ........... . .. . Fulton, MO
Richard B. Ballmann.
............
. Waukesha, WI
Jerome T. Berry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... Rolla, MO
Erwin Blankenmeister . . . . . . . . . .
...........
. Dallas, TX
Elwyn D. Comerer ....... . .. . ...... . ......... .... ...... .. . Vandalia, OH
Donald G. DeBolt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... Dallas, TX
James A. Feltmann. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.........
. ... Washington , MO
Wi ll iam H. Gammon. . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........ . .. Sarasota, FL
Paul H. Greer . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . .. . .\Phoenix, AZ

Oliver A. Jorcke.
.........................
. . Crestwood, MO
Bill Mengel. . . .
.........
. . . . . . . . .. . .... .. . ... Rolla. MO
John L. Painter ........ . . . ...... . .. . .... . . . . . . ..... .. ....... Rolla, MO
1. Kent Roberts.
................
. ...... .. ... Rolla. MO
Lawrence A. Spanier.
...............
. Dix Hills, NY
Robert Strain .'. . .
. . . .... . . . .................. .... . .. . Minocqua, WI
Bernie Wagner . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... . .
. .. Sunset Hills, 'MO
Carl Zerweck, Jr.
. . Creve Coeur , MO
~.
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Class of '51
Joseph H. Senne . .
Robert E. Vansant.
Marvin C. Zeid.
Richard H. Bauer.
Harold R. Crane.

C\

.. Rolla. MO
. . . .. . ... . . .. Kansas City, MO
.. Houston. TX
. St. Louis. MO
. . . Hannibal. MO

CI

[)(

n

Elbert A. Grimsley .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Houston, TX
Frank Kennert y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Omaha, NE
Walter Knech t . . .
........
. .... Charleston , WV
Calvin M. Ochs.
.........
. Jefferson City, MO
Joe Quinn .
.........
. .... . Hartland. WI
Gordon E. Ray mer .
. . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ... .. La Ca nada , CA
Robert E. Reichelt .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .... . . . ... . Doniphan, MO
Joseph 1. Reiss . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... St. Lou is, MO
Charles R. Rem ington.
. . . . . . . . . . ... Rolla, MO
Charles Ross. . . . .
. ... Clay ton, MO

B.

To

HL

Class of '54
Wayne M. Aceto . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........ ... .
. . ... . . Roscoe. IL
Max Burgett . . .
. .. ............. .
. Murphysboro. IL
Frank B. Conci . . ..... ,... . . . . .... . .
. . . . . . . . . . Elizabethtow n, IL
Thomas D. Crutcher .
. ... . . . .
. .... ... .. ...... Kingwood , TX
. ... .... ............ . Metairie. LA
Jack B. Dowell ..
Joe E. Gray. . . .. . .
. • • • • • ••• •. < • • • .
. . . Fort Worth , TX
.. .... ... .. .. . . .
. .. Whittier. CA
Ralph Hollocher .
Richard M. Humphries .
........................
. Florissant. MO
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Class of 1954 Continued
Jo eph F. Kri pin .
. ... .. , .
. .. . SI. Louis, MO
Herb Lincoln .
. . Ga inesvi lle, GA
Hollis C. Matteson .
. .... , . . .
. .. Monm outh Beach, NJ
Robert G. O'Brien .
. ..... Louisville, KY
1. R. "Bob" Patterson ... .... . , , ... . , , , . . .
. .. Sikeston, MO
Charles C. Poe.
. ..... , , .
. . , . . . . ..... .. . . . ... Wentzv ille, MO
Richard M. Pracht . .
. ...... ,. ... . . ...
. .... Lafayette, IN
Paul Ramsey .. ....... . . .. .. ... . . . .... ... . . .... . . ... . . . EI Dorado, AR
Robert A. Shoolbred . . .
. ............... . . ... . .... MI. Pleasant, SC
William H. Stewart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
. .. . Carbondale, IL
Jim Toutz. . .
. . . .. . . . ..... . .. ... ...... .. . .. ... . . . Garland. TX

Class of '55
..... . .... . . ... SI. Louis. MO
Art Baebler ....... . .... .. .. . .. .. ... .
. . Rolla, MO
Chester H. Baker .. . . ... ... .. . . .. . . . ...... . . .
. . .. Woodstock. GA
Richard E. Johnson ..
W. C. "Bud" Cottrell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... ... . Terre Haute, IN
D. Ra y Edwards .
...........
. ..... . .. . Rolla, MO
J. Gerald Hofer .. .. .. ... . . . ...... . . .. . . ...... . . ...... . ... St. Louis, MO
Ed Homsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........ Rolla. MO
James D. Jackson . . . . . . . ...... ..... . . .. .. . . . . ...... .. . Jefferson City, MO
Gordon E. Johnson . . . . . . . . . . .
. ......... .. . . ..... .. Rockford, IL
Philip R. Johnson . .. .. . .. . . . ...... . . . .
. ........ Chicago, IL
Ray Mattingly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... ~ . . .
. ..... Loveland, OH
John E. Mitchell. . . .
..... .. .
. .. .. . . ... . . Creve Coeur, MO
Richard J. Moldovan . . . . . . . . .
.........
. . . Florissant, M0
Albert Puntney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Mt. Carmel , IL

MO
MO
MO
10

Harry J. Sauer, Jr.. . . . . . . . . . . .... .
Raymond Tauser .............. .

.. . .... .. ... Rolla. MO
. .... Chesterfield , MO

Class of '57
Harold O. Gaddy . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . .. . ... . . . ... . .. . ..... Rolla, MO
Jim W. Johnson . . .
.... ....... .
. .. Rolla, MO
Dave Kick.
. ... . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. ... .. . . . . ... . . . .......... Tulsa, OK
John Rother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . SI. Charles. MO

Class of '58
Delbert E. Day . . . . . ................ . ... . . .. ... ... ... . . . . . ... Rolla. MO
Thomas J. Herrick . . . .... ........... . . . . .. .. ...... ... .. . .... . Rolla. MO
B. Neil Lewis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . Kennett. MO
Tom O'Keefe ... . .... . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Rolla, MO
Humbert E. Sfreddo ............ . .. . ... ... . .. ... ....... Jefferson City. MO
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Class of '56

MO

Allen L. Rouse . .. ... . ....... . . . .. . . . ..... . :.. ...... . . . . .. N. Olmsted, OH
Joel Scharf . . .. .. . . . . . ... .... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... ...... . . . . Maplewood, NJ
Lee Shell, Jr.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . .... .. Dallas, TX
Gerald L. Stevenson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . .... . . ... Lakeland, FL
Ralph Weiland . . . .
. .... . ......... . ..... . . .. . .. ....... St. Louis, MO
John H. Weitzel. ...... . . . . ... ... . . . ......... . ... .. . .. Carl Junction , MO
Donald E. Werner .... . . .. .. . .... . ... . .. . . . .. . .. . . ........ Frankfort, KY
Richard Wieker . ... . .... . . . .. . . ... .. ... . ... . . .. . .. . Indian Head Park, IL

Class of '59
John Averill. . . .. .. . . . .. .... . . .. . . . .... . . . ..... .. .... .. Kansas City. MO
William D. Auberry . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Ste. Genevieve. MO
Jerry R. Bayless. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... Rolla. MO
Lucien M. Bolon, Jr. ... ....... .. .. . . . ... . .. . . ........ . Lee's Summit, MO
Gilbert Brown . . .... . ....... . . . . ... . . . . .. ..... . .... . . .. . Beardstown. IL
Jerry Bruegging ............. . ... . . .. ... . ... . . .. . . . . .... Kansas City. MO
Tom Colandrea . . . . . . . .... . . . ... . ..... .. .. .. . . . . ... . ..... San Diego, CA
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Class of '66
Matt Coco.
. . . .. . . ... . ..... . .... .
William E. Anderson.

. ....... Affton. MO
. .. Rolla, MO

Class of '69
Bob Bruce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Clayton. MO
Gary R. Bryan .
..............
. .. . .. .. . ... . . .. Ellisv ille. MO
James E. Burke.
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . Princeton . IN
Paul Cretin .
. ..... . ... .. . . ....... Rolla: MO
Herb G illham .. . ... ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .... .. . . ... .... . ... Granite City, IL
William A. Miller.
. ... .. . .... . . ... . .............. . . ... S!. Louis. MO
Bob Seaman .
. .. .. . . .. . .... .. . . ..... .. .......... . ..... Muncie, IN .

Class of '70
John 1. Donnelly.

. . . Sheridan, WY

Class of '72
Class of '61
Albert E. Bolon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... Rolla, MO
H. Neal Grannemann.
.............
. .... ... .. .. ..... Rolla, MO

Bob Berry.
.. .. .... ...... ..
Jeffrey L. Susanj . ... . .. . . . . . . .. .

. .... . . ..... . ... Raytown, MO
. . .. .. ..... . .... . . Florissant, MO

Class of '62
Won C. Park .. . . . .. ... . .... . .. ............ . ... . . . .. .

.. Tulsa, OK

Class of '63
Jim Van Buren ...... . .. ... .. . . . .... .... . . . . . . .. . .
Robert H. Gardner.
.........
. ...... .

. .... St. Louis, MO
. ..... . Fenton, MO
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Class of '64
Keith Bailey . .
............................
. .. Tulsa, OK
Thomas E. Bryson .
. .. \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Rolla, MO
Alfred 1. Buescher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .. St. Louis, MO
Charles E. Campbell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Broken Arrow; OK
James W. Collins ........ .. . .. .. '. .
. . ... .... .. ..... . .. . . Tulsa, OK
Bob Cushman . . ... . . ... . . ........ .... .. . . ....... . . . ......... Solon, IA
Paul DeMay .. .. .. . ... . .... . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... .... Chesterfield, MO Class of '74
. . . . . . . . . . . . SI. Peters. MO
Roger D. Fanetti . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ... . .. ....... . . .. ...... S. Ogden, UT Larry Adamski. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Affton. MO
C. Stuart Ferrell ... ... .. ..... .... . .. . .... .. . .. . ........... . . Ruston , LA Gale E. Addison. . . . . . . . . . . .
Michael
E.
Ceru
lo.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cincinnati, OH
Don Gardner . ....... . ...... . . . . . .. ... . . .. .. .. .. ..... Lee's Summit, MO
John D. Dietzmann . . . ... .. . . ......... ... . ... . .. ...... . ... SI. James, MO
J. Pat Doyen .
. .. . ...... . . . ... . . ........ . ...... Rolla. MO
Dick Elgin. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Rolla, MO
Mike Galpin.
.........................
. . . Den ver. CO
W. Floyd Harris .
. . ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . ... . .. . .
. .. Rolla, MO
Cecilia Herrick . . . . . . . . .
. .. . .... . . ... .. ..... . .. .. ....... Rolla. MO
Lindell R. Hurst, Jr.
..........
. St. Peters. MO
Jorge Jarzebinski . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Caracas. Venezuela
Randy Kerns.
...............................
. ... Boulder, CO
Mike Kinsella . .
. .. . ....... . .. . ..... . . .. .. . . . Baton Rouge, LA
Alan Kornacki. .. . .... .. ..... . . . ... . . . . ...... . . ...
. . Houston. TX
Larry D. Lowry.
. . . . . . . . . .. ......... .
. . Bonne Terre, MO
Martin R. Mattlage . .
........ ....
. . St. Louis, MO
Robert McDaniel . .
.........................
. ... Deca tur, lL
Nicolaus Neumann ...... .. . . . . ... . ........ . ... . .. . ...... . SI. Louis, MO
Douglas G. Pennington ....... . ......... .. ...... . . .. . . .... Kirkwood , MO
Ronald P. Henson . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..... . . . . .. . ... ... ..... Claremont, CA Roger Perriguey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
. . SI. Clair, MO
. ........... . ... . ......... . .. . .......... Houston , TX
Michael H. Holkenbrink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ............. .. .. . . Mesa, AZ Robert L. Pike .
William A. Jacobs. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. ..... .... . . ..... . . Edwardsville, IL Margaret M. (Durst) Poepsel . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .... . ..... Washington, MO
Alan A. Kamp. . . . . . . .
.........
. Kansas City, MO Steve Roemerman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Carrollton, TX
Bill Kirchoff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... Chesterfield, MO Mark Schankman ........ ... .. . . ... . . . ... ... .. . ... Maryland Heights, MO
John Lu ndy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......... . . . ..... Olathe, KS
Hugh W. McCane. .
. . . Middletown, CT
David J. Michel. . . . .
....................
. . . Alexandria, VA
Milton J. Murry. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ...... .. .. .. ... ... SI. Louis, MO
Larry L. Parkinson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ... . ... ........ Adrian, MI
Edward Raney. . . . .
. ...... . ........ .. . . .. Loveland. OH
Don Reuling .... .......... . . . ...... ... . ........ . .. . ... Sunset Hills, MO
Daniel R. Schmidt. . .
..........
. .. Viburnum. MO
Bill Steinkamp .. ~ ..... . .. ...... . .. ....... ... . .. . . .. .. .. . .. Clinton , TN
Jim Ward ... . ..... .. ... ..... . . ..... . .. ... . .. . ... ... ... .. Louisville, KY
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Class of '65
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Jim Christen . . . .. ........ ..... . . . .......... . .. .. .... Lake Jackson, TX
Dave Blume. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
.Simsbury, CT
1. D. Morgan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... ..... Rolla, MO
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Class o'f '81

I, MO

Michael W. Buel .. , . . . . , , . . , .... " . . ,", .... , .... . . . . . .. Sl. Peters, MO
Joe P. Bussey, Jr. .. , ....... " ..
. , , , .. . ,
... Rolla, MO
Joe F, Cox.
. ... . . . .. . .. .. ... , .. . .. , . , .. . , . ,. . . . . Tulsa. OK
Steve DelaRoche .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' . . . ,Sl. Louis, MO
Gregg Erns!. . . .
.........
. , , . Belleville, IL
Mary S. Klorer . . . . . . ,
.... , . , . . .
. Brentwood, MO
William Reed Nigro.
. . . . . . . ..
. Kansas City, MO
Gene Weaver . . . . . . . .. . .. . .... ... . . ... ... ..... . . . ....... Wichita , KS

I, MO
" MO
>n, IN
, MO
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Class of '82

'e, IN

Stephen G. Farkas . .. ...... .. .. .. .. \ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Jennings, MO
Jeff Haffner . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ..... . .. . .. Oklahoma Cit y, OK
Paul Herrmann . .
........
. . ........... . Lee's Summit, MO
Scott Herzog . . . . . . . . .
.................
. . .. Chillicothe, IL
James M. Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... . Pleasant Valley , MO
Jeffrey P. Wieland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... Rolla, MO

, wy

Class of '83
Randy Staponski. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . ... . ..... Tulsa, OK
Conn ie Susanj . .. . .... ... .. . . ... ...... ... .. . . . . . . . . ..... Florissant, MO
Tom Tan ner .. . . . . . ...... . . .. . .......... .. . . . . .. . ..... .. . San Jose, CA
Roland R. Wilks ..... . .. .... . . . .. ." . . . .... ... ......... ..... Memphis, TN

Meg Sparlin Brady . . . . .... . ..... . . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Rolla, MO
Rochelle A. DelaRoche ... . . . .... . .. . . ... . . , .. ... ... .... ... Sl. Louis, MO
Kevin S. Griesemer ............... .. .. ... . .. . .... ... ... . .. . Highland, IL
Carl Sauer . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . , .... . .. . .......... Morehead City, NC
Kathy L. Schmitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........ Rolla, MO
Doug Wesselschmidt . .
. .... . .. . . . . .. ...... . . . . .. Lee's Summit, MO

Class of '75
Darrell Prior . . . . .. .. ..... .. ..... . . . ... . .... .. . . . .
Mike Starkweather .. .

. . Rolla, MO
. .. Sl. Louis, MO

Class of '77 .
Mark G. Call.
Ernest Gutierrez.

. . Longmont, CO
. .. . . . , ..... ... .... . . . .. ... , . . ...... Rolla, MO

Class of '78
Bob Kertis. . . . .
.........
. .. . ..... Grapevine, TX
Michael L. Pratt ... . .... ... .. .... . . .. ....... . ..... . .. ... Sl. Charles, MO

Class of '79
Ron Acker .......... . .. .. ..... .. .... .. . ....... . . . ... Elizabethtown, KY
Allen Faber . ..... . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Austin, TX
Henry Finnell .... ... . .. . .. . ... .... .. . . ..... .. . . ..... .. ... . . Rolla, MO
Milo Fouter . . . . . . . .
.........
. .. Memphis, TN

Friends
Don Brackhahn.
. . . .... .... .. .............. Shawnee Mission , KS
Herbert Harvey .. . . . . .. ...... . .... . . .. ... . .. ... . . . . .. . .... . . Rolla, MO
Bud Mercier . . . . .......... . . . .. ...... . . . . ... . . ...... . . . . . .. . Rolla, MO
Jane Mercier.
. . . ... . . .. . ... . . ...... .. . . . .. .. .. . . . ....... Rolla, MO
Ray E. Morgan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... Rolla, MO
Kay Morgan. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .. . ... . . ......... . . . . Rolla, MO
Paul Ponder . . .. ' .' . .. . .. . ..... . ... .. ... . ...... . . . .. . . .. . . . .. Rolla, MO
Mrs. Herbert L. Prange .. . . . . . ... . . .. ....... . .. . . .. . ... Caruthersville, MO
B. Ken Robertson . . .. . ..... . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ....... . . Rolla, MO
Kittie Lee Robertson ...... . . ... . ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ..... . . . . Rolla, MO
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Pat Lizotte. . . . . . .
. .. . . .... . ...... . ......... . .... St. James, MO
Jon Manning . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . ... . . ....... Tulsa, OK
Michael W. Noble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Chicago, IL
Harry John Sauer . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Bridgeton. MO
Lawrence D. Wolf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Brentwood, MO

Class of '80
Robert Culver. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. " Grandview , MO
Thomas Helfrich .
........
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sl. Louis, MO
Janet Knobbe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . Sl. Louis, MO
Mike Schmidt . .. ......
. .. ...... Rolla, MO
Da vid W. Schmitt ...
. Rolla, MO
Gary Sedlacek.
. ......... .... ..... Gautier, MS
.Mary Viox ...... . . .. .
..........
. S.l. Louis, MO
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Alumni Merit Award
Th p Alumni
.'\1prit
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hlLsin pss flursuit s.

Vernon T. Loesing, '42
(Colonel, U.S. Army, Retired)
Vernon T. Loesing holds a B.S. degree in mining engineering from UMR, an M .S.
degree in ci vil engineering from Iowa State University and an M .S. degree in international affairs from George Washington Universi ty. He also attended the U.S. Army War College.
Loesing spent 30 years as a member of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
ser ved as Dist ri ct Engineer for Okinawa , Taiwan , Japan and South Korea. He
served as professor of military science and head of the Army ROTC program at
UMR from 1970 to 1972.
Following his retirement from the service, he joined the UMR civil engineering
faculty and taught for 10 yea rs on the Rolla campus until his retirement in 1983.
Loesing is a member of Tau Beta Pi , Blue Key, Theta Tau , C hi Epsilon and the
Rolla Rotary Club. H e also served as treasurer of the MSM -UM R Alumni Associa ti on from 1974 to 1983 .
He and his wife, Bett y, li ve on Route 4, Rolla, MO 6540 I .
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Alumni Service Awards
Th p A illmni S e rvice A u:ard is p rese nted to individLLids for
ou(s( il ndi/l f! rll lI(rihll(io ns (() I '.HH th ro u f! h s(' rr 'ir'(' (() I \/ 1<
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David W. Dearth, '68
Director, Computer Center - University of Missouri, .R,oUa

\1

Joseph D. Wollard
Retired

1\
David W . Dearth hold a B.S. in mathematics from We tern Illinois niversity
ana an M.S. in computer science from UM·Rolla.
He joined the UMR faculty in 1968 as an instructor of computer science and
ystems ana lyst. He later was promoted to assistant director of the UM R Computer
Center and became director in 1982.
Dearth is a member of the A ociation for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the
ACM Special I nterest Group on U niversit y Computer Center . He IS a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon , is on the Board of Control of Blue Ke y and is the announcer for
football and basketball game at UM R. He i a member of the Homecoming Com mittee and had an important role in developing the alumn iJdevelopment computer
record system . H e continue to a sist with the maintenance of th at system ,
He and his wife, Julie, live at 1406 Liberty . Rolla , MO 6540 I.

8 MSM Alum n u s

Joseph D. Wollard holds a B.S. degree in mechanical engineerin g from Oklahoma
State Univer ity. Following graduation he became an engineer wi th the K ansas C it y
Di trict Corps of Engineers. He later became a consulti ng enginee r wi th Ru ssell &
Axon in SI. Loui then moved to Fort Leonard Wood as deputy post engineer.
Wollard joined
M ·Rolla a bu ine s officer in 1966 and wa appoin ted executive director of admini trative ervices in 1979 .
In addition to hi many professional contributions to the campus. Wollard has
other clo e ties with UM R. H is wife. Angela : his son. James: and hi da ughter.
Linda are UM R alumni.
When he reti red from UM R. th e Wollard s moved to Springfield, Mo .. and are
now living at 2804 E. Ridgeview Circle. 65804 .
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Alumni Achievement Awards
TIl(' AllIllllli .' Ichiel'e mellt AU'anl is {In'se lli e d for olll slandillK se n 'ice ill IIreas of hlls in ess o r acade mic IIccomplishmenls
lind for cil'ic a.rfairs achie l'em e nt or re coKnitioll.

Frank D. Lyons, '50
President, Engineering Services Division, Kerr-McGee Corp.

Robert A. Strain, '50
Management Consultant

Robert A. Strain ho,lds a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from UM-Rolla, and
Frank D. Lyons earned his B.S. degree in civil engineering and was awarded the
also attended Washington University. He received the professional degree of elecprofessional degree of civil engineer in 1965.
Following his graduation from UMR, Lyons joined the Missouri State Depart- trical engineerfrom UMR in 1981.
Upon graduation from UMR, Strain joined Union Electric in St. Louis and was
ment of Transportation and was an engineer with that agency for II years. He was
named director of the transportation department in the state of Oklahoma and serv- with the company 17 years. eventually holding the title of director of engineering.
In 1967, he joined ITT Blackburn Co. in St. Louis and served that company as vice
ed in that capacity for six years.
[n 1967, he became a principal in the firm of Howard, Samis, Lyons, Architects- president, research and development. He became vice president and general
manager of M<Jrathon Electric, Electric Products Division, Wausau, Wis. in 1974
Engineers and subsequently joined the Kerr-McGee Building Corp.
Lyons is a member of II professional and civic organizations and has served as and retired in 1983. He is now self-employed as a management consultant.
Strain is a member of Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Kappa Phi, the Institute of
president of three of them, including UMR's Academy of Civil Engineers. He is a
past member of seven other professional and civic groups and served in an executive Electric and Electronics Engineers and the UMR Academy of Electrical Engineering. He is a registered professional engineer. He is also past president of the board of
capacity in five of those.
He and his wife, Joan, live at 3037 Willowbrook Road, Oklahoma City, OK the Wausau Visiting Nurse Association and is a member of Elks Lodge No. 248 .
He and his wife, Alvera, live at 8235 Doolittle, Minocqua, WI 54548.
73120.

DeMarquis D. Wyatt
Retired
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DeMarquis D. Wyatt holds a B.S. degree 'in mechanical engineering from UMR.
He also was awarded the doctor of engineering degree (honoris causa) by UMR in
1963.
Following graduation from UMR, Wyatt served as a test engineer for General
Electric Co .. then returned to UMR as an instructor in mechanical engineering until
joining the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) where he served
as an associate division chief until 1958. He subsequently became an assistant administrator for the National Aero,nautics and Space Administration (NASA) until
accepting the post of senior associate for the National Academy of Science, a position he held for 10 years until his retirement in 1983 .
Wyatt is a member of the Kappa Alpha Order, Historic Annapolis Inc,. and other
civic and social organizations in Maryland.
He and his wife. Louise. live at One-half Acton Place, Annapolis, MD 2 I 40 I.

Marvin C. Zeid
Independent Oil Operator,
President, MCZ Inc. and Petroleum Advisors International Inc.
Marvin C. Zeid received a B.S. degree in petroleum engineering from UM-Rolla.
He has specialized in management; independent oil and gas production and exploration activities; acquisitions; engineering; and other major phases of ' oil and gas
operation for the past 31 years.
After graduation from UMR he worked for a major oil company as well as
several prominent independent oil and gas companies. He also has been president
and chief operating officer of Tejas Production Co., a Houston-based independent
oil and gas company formed under his direction as a subsidiary of Tejas Gas Corp.
Zeid has been a lecturer in petroleum engineering at the University of Houston
and is the author or co-author of several technical papers pertaining to oil and gas
evaluation arid financing and technical deep well-drilling analysis.
A registered professional engineer in Texas; Louisiana; and Alberta, Canada, Zeid
is a member of nume~ous professional organizations, serving in an executive capacity on national, state and local levels in four of the groups. He also has been active in
several Houston civic organizations.
He and his wife. Barbara, live at 634 Val Lena. Houston , TX 77024.
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1984 Homecoming

1934 and Before Row 1: Elmer Tomlinson, Eleanor Tomlinson, Hank Monsch, Ruth Monsch, Elmer Roemer, Gertrude Roemer, D;in Kennedy, Olive Kennedy,
Raese Simpson, Marie Simpson, Pauline Nolte and Bill Nol~~.; ~ow 2: Ray Runder, Frank Zvanut, Katherine Zvanut, Gill Montgomery. G . R. Throgmort~n.
Helen Throgmorton, Homer Thompson, Agatha Thompscl!\. {Ragan For.d, Evelyn Ford. Florence Flesh. Helen Bruel}in~. Walter Bruening. Row 3:. y~rn
Gevecker, Mildred Gevecker. John Miles, Elmer Gammeter!farolyn G,ammeter, Hazel8chweickhardt, Elme,rSperling, Virginia Sperling, Gerald Roberts, Le~i.~
Roberts, Perry Love.
, .
. .

rna
,I'

Class of 1939 (left to right) Row 1: Charles Boulson. Inez Boulson, Ed Pohlmann, Hazel PohllT\ann. AI Tetley, Gladys Tetley. Bob Livingston, La Dona Liv·
ing~ton, Hugh Barger, Leroy Smith, Bill Morris, Joseph Mooney. Row 2: John Reed, Viola Reed, Ted H~iser , Pauline Heiser. Bob Dieffenbach. June Dieffenbach.
Eloise Love, Dick Love, Kermit Siegrist, Jean Siegrist, Joel Loveridge, Pauline Loveridge, Jim Miller, Bob Smith. Row 3: Howard Fillmer, Marion Fillmer. Don
Burris, John Livingston , Eilyeen Livingston. Bill Oberbeck, June Oberbeck, Marjorie Rh~es. Dusty Rhodes. Mrs. Bob Smith. Row 4: Bill Rea, John Berwick.
Alberta Berwick, Walter Gammeter. Grace Gammeter. George Machens, Margaret Machens, Wade Waters .
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Honor Classes
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ClaSs of 1944 (left to right) Row 1.: Bob Klorer: Marie Klorer, ThedaGostin~ Phyllis Setchfield, Jimmie Schmoldt, Hans Schmoldt, La Wanda Sievert, Ed lsen·
~~nn, Bob Banks, Mildred ~nJ(s, BiI! Herrmann, BillThomas~ Skip Thornas,Marilyn Kee~il, At K~evil. Row 2: Jim Gostin, BOb Setchfield, Sy Orlofsky, Hattie
Qrlpf&ky, Morris Sievert, John Moore. Row 3: Nick Mushpvic, K,en Schoeneberg, Margaret Scho@rieberg, Ed Goetemann, Nancy Goetemann, John Griffiths,
feanette Magill, Bill Magill, Virgin'ia Rudert; Ken Rudert, Elaine 'Pingel. Vein Pingel. Row 4: John Brodhacker, Mary Brodhacker, Justine Dietz, Bob Dietz,
r; I..JUVh
Ronald Carmichael, Evelyn Blair, Ed Blair.

a Liv'
Ibach,

Class of 1949 (left to right) Row 1: Justine Reichelt, Robert Reichelt. Charlotte Quinn, Joe Quinn, Mary Lou DeBolt, Don DeBolt, Tom Wirfs, Ann Wirfs, Louise
Starkweather, Mike Starkweather, Howard Starkweather. Row 2: Erwin Blankenmeister, Carolyn Blankenmeister. Row 3: Richard Ballmann, Lacey Ballmann,
Pat Weber, Art Weber, Harold Straub. Rosemary Straub, Chuck Remington, Agnes Remington , Ray Russell, Joan Russell, Paul Greer, Carolyn Greer, Walter
Knecht, Shirley Knecht. Row 4: John Toomey, Kelly Toomey. Dorothy Gammon, Bill Gammon, Dorothy Raymer, Gordon Raymer, Catherine Comerer, Elwyn
Comerer, Jackie Ochs, Cal Ochs, Jim Feltmann. Isie Feltmann, AI Grimsley. Row 5: Landon Viles, Virginia Viles. Kitty Strubert, Joe Strubert, Terry McGrath.
Jim McGrath , Charlie Ross.
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Class of 1954 (left to right) Row 1: Tom Crutcher, Richard Humphries, Bette Humphries, Chuck Poe, Judy Poe, Paul Ramsey, Rita Matteson, Hollis Matteson.
Row 2: Ralph Hollocher, Susan Hollocher, Leonora Dowell, Jack Dowell, Wayne Aceto, p\!ggy Aceto, Bob Shoolbred. Row 3: c.P. Bennett, Poo Bennett, Pat
Toutz, Jim Toutz, Joe Gray, Herb Lincoln , William H . Stewart, Clemie Stewart, Max Burgett, Jo Ann Burgett. Row 4: Joe Krispin , Bob O'Brien, Ludie O'Brien,
Dick Pracht, Mary Pracht, Bob Patterson, Martha Patterson .

Class of 1959 (left to right) Row I: Kay Cottrell, Bud Cottrell, Ann Bruegging, Jerry Bruegging, Gerald Stevenson, Jeannie Stevenson, Gerry Hofer , Carol Hofer,
Sammy Bolon, Lucien Bolon, Glen Coleman. Row 2: Warren Puntney , Bonnie Puntney, Carol Mattingly, Ray Mattingly , Jerry Bayless, Delores Brown, Gilbert
Brown, Joel Scharf, Don Werner, Patty Werner, Marilyn Auberry , William Auberry . Row 3: Richard Moldovan, Betty Moldovan, John Weitzel, Til Weitzel, Bob
Lemberger, Beverly Lemberger, Dick Wieker, Jane Wieker, Lee Shell, Ed Hornsey, Willadean Jackson , Jim Jackson . Row 4: Ray Edwards, Anne Edwards, Ralph
Weiland, Myrna Weiland, Loretta Johnson , Gordon Johnson, Phillip Johnson , Sue Johnson , Tom Colandrea.
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Class of 1964 (left to right) Row 1: Bill Kirchoff, Sandra Kirchoff, AI Buescher, Dave Blume, Roger Fanetti, Don Gardner. Row 2: Bob Cushman, Beverly

Cushman, Bill Steinkamp, Ouida Steinkamp, Milton Murry, Jo Ann Morrissette, Charlie Campbell, Alecia Campbell, Don Reuling, Mike Holkenbrink, Carole
Holkenbrink, Bill Jacobs, Carole Schmidt, Dan Schmidt. Row 3: Larry Parkinson, John Lundy, Kris Lundy, Ron Henson, Lucille Henson, Stu Ferrell, Jeanie Ferren, Keith Bailey, Pat Bailey, Ed Raney , Armilda Raney , Jim Ward , Dolores Ward, Paul DeMay, Marty DeMay.

Class of 1974 (left to right) Row 1: Theresa Susanj, Jeff Susanj , Geoff Susanj, Connie Susanj , Gene Addison , Karen Addison , Randy Kerns, Karen Gaebler, Tom
Tanner, Benji McDaniel, Bob Pike,-Linda Rhoades, Dave Warfield, Jeanette Elgin, Dick Elgin. Row 2: Larry Adamski , Bob Hurst, Steve Roemerman , Colleen
Roemerman, Mike Cerulo, Beth Cerulo, Bob McDaniel, Katy McDaniel, Floyd Harris, Denise Harris, Thomas Herrick, Cecilia Herrick, Mike Galpin. Row 3:

Doug Pennington, Christy Pennington, Larry Lowry, Alan Kornacki, Karen Kornacki, Randy Staponski, Denise Staponski, Peggy Durst Poepsel, Jerry Poepsel,
Roland Wilks, Marty Mattlage, Billie Sue Mattlage, Carolyn Perriguey, Roger Perriguey, Nancy Neumann, Nicolaus Neumann .
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Alumni are invited to order prints
of any of the homecoming
photographs. Cost is $3 each for 8
x 10 prints or $2.50 each for 5 x 7
prints. To order: be sure to include
page number and several words of
the line of type closest _to the
pho~o you want, as well . as a
description of the photo itself.
Orders will be collected until Jan.
31 and prints should· be returned
to you during February.
pr
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Class of 1969 (left to right) Row 1: Betsy Bruce, Bill Miller, Mary Miller, Valerie Burke, James Burke, Janet Burke. Row 2: Bob
Bruce, Garry Bryan, Pam Bryan, Bob Seaman.

Class of 1979 (left to right) Row 1: Pat Lizotte, Carol Wolf. Row 2: Nancy Noble, Michael Noble, Sara Sauer, John Sauer, Allen
Faber, Larry Wolf.
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Jack Ridley
Professor of History

William A. Andrews
Professor of Civil Engineering

For Dr. Jack B. Ridley , professor of history at UM-Rolla, "an effective teacher is
primarily interested in creating an environment conducive to learning."
"Effective teachers also share a respect for their students," he said. "They are
knowledgeable about the subject they teach and ary excited about that subject.
That knowledge and excitement are transferred to students by effective communication."
"As for the profession of teaching," he continues. "I like what Henry Adams said
about it-'A teacher affects eternity. He (or she) can never tell where his (or her) in, f1uence stops.' That maxim provides an awesome <::hallenge to the teacher."
Ridley received a B,A . in history from Southwestern Oklahoma State University
in 1962, He was awarded an M,A. in history from the University of South Dakota
in 1963 and a Ph ,D, in history from the University of Oklahoma in -1970, He joined
the U MR faculty in 1969, and has received 13 "Outstanding Teacher" Awards.
In addition to numerous articles published in professional journals, Ridley is the
co-a uthor of "U M-Rolla: A History of MSM/UMR" and the author of "Completing
the Circuit: A Century of Electrical Education at MSM/UMR."

"An interest in your subject and an interest in your students as in.dividuals are the
two major factors in effective teaching," says Dr. William A, (Bill) Andrews, professor of civil engineering at UM-Rolla.
The philosophy has been a successful one for Andrews, who has been designated
an "Outstanding Teacher" 14 times at UM-Rolla,
"Good teaching is difficult to evaluate," Andrews says. " I think the real test of a
good teacher probably lies in what a student thinks of a teacher five years after the
student is out of school."
Andrews' field is structural engineering and the subject matter he teaches deals
with buildings and bridges, His students are primarily juniors, seniors and graduate
students who want to concentrate on structural engineering.
Andrews holds B.S" M.S, and Sc,D, degrees from Washington University in St.
Louis. He began his career in industry working as a stress analyst for Curtiss Wright
Corp. He then served as an engineer with (he U,S. Army Corps of Engineers, held
several consulting positions and entered the field of engineering education with
Washington University in 1947, He joined the UMR fac ulty in 1965,

Continuing Education Courses
Here's a list of some of the extension continuing education short courses and conferences scheduled by UM R, Where titles are not self-explanatory you may call
for more detailed information including costs. Call the office of the Dean of Continuing Education and Public Servi-;;e, 314/341-4156, Written requests should be
addressed to the same office, 205B Parker Hall , University of Missouri·Rolla , Rolla , MO 65401.
DATES

LOCATION

Feb. 11 · 15
May 13-17
May 20-24

St. Louis
Rolla
Rolla

School of Engineering
Basic Techniques of Computer Drafting
Grounding & Shielding Electronic Instrumentation
Grounding & Shielding Electronic Inst~umentation
UMRlNRECA'Modem Computer Aided Distribution System
Engineering-In-Training Review

Jan . 7·9
Jan. 4 & 7
Jan , 9 & II
Feb. \.-March I
Mar. 5·Apr. II

Rolla
Los Angeles, Calif.
Palo Alto, Calif.
New Orleans, LNLenoir, NC
St. Louis

College of Arts and Sciences
Introduction to UMR Computing Facilities
Introductory Short Course: Basic Composition of Coatings
Introductory Short Course: Paint Formulation
Estimating for Painting Contractors & Maintenance Engineers
Calculations Based on National Electrical Code
Calculations Based on National Electrical Code
Physical Testing of Paints & Coatings

Jan , 9
March 18·22
April 1·5
April 15-17
April 16-18
May 7·9
May 13· 17

Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Kansas City
St. Louis
Rolla

PROGRAM

School of Mines and Metallurgy
Rock Mechanics for Engineers-Theory & Practice
Applied Reservoir Simulation
Well Test Analysis

Times and dates of courses may change nearer to the time of the course.
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First runner-up Ellen Moore, EE.

Homecoming Queen Trelah Elliff is a sophomore in ceramic engineering from Hannibal.
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About 30 former band members returned to perform once again in the 1984
Homecoming Alumni Band.

R

The Marching Miners provide pre-game and halftime entertainment.

Judith Poe. wife of Charles. '54. finds protection
from the rain .
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Running back Keenan Curry gains yardage against Lincoln.

Ii

George Stock ties an MIAA single·game field goal record with his f~urth kick.

Members of MSM's 1938 and 1939 varsity sports teams return to recall the best Some alumni returned to learn. The electrical engineering department sponsored
plays of the past.
two short courses for alumni on homecbming weekend.
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Alumni Section News
Pacific Northwest Section
Our annual potluck 'picnic was held at
the Flaming Geyer State Park on
September 15. It was a great success.
The kids went swimming in the G reen
Ri ver adjacent to the picnic area. Others
played badminton, talked and drank lots
of liquid refreshments. T he food was

great, especiall y the baked salmon that
Les and Harriet Spanel cooked at the
picnic. We had very good attenda nce
with at least 5'1 people participating.
Those signi ng the list were: Stephen and
Susa n Wright, '6S, and famil y; Gerry
and Ka thlee n Hammond , '50; John and

Betty Adams, '59; Itsu and Nancy
Arimura, '59; Erik , '77, and Robin
Tilman, '7 S, and fa mil y; David Winter,
'78 , and Linda Kommers; Pete and
Maril yn Maisch, '62; Les and Harriet
Spanef, '5 9: Robert G ray , '67, and
Karen Cermak ; Ed Parsons, '27, and

fa mil y; Bill and Bett y Woods, '59: Vic
and Rosey Hoffmann , '60; Maria, '77,
and Tom Doering, '78: John , '66, Sa ndie, Kathleen and Danielle Keibel: Bettijea nne Puffett , '49; and Ed Gentzler.
'69.
Stephen A. Wright, '68

SPE Convention-Houston
The Society of Petroleum Engineers'
Convention in Houston, Texas brought
several UMR alumni together. An
alum ni reception was held in the
Castilian Room at the Shamrock Hilto n
Hotel on September IS, 19S4. Although
the munchies were obliterated early in
the evening, the bar fo rt unately stayed
open to the bi tter (better) end. Also, the'
party contin ued at a nearby hospitality
room for the remainder of the even ing.
More than 50 alumni and fr iends of

18 , MSM Al um n us

UM R were in attendance, and most had
hea rd of the overwhelming UMR foo tball victory, the new Minerals Engineering Build ing, and Stonehenge (not
necessaril y in that order, but possibl y).
Those attending were Paul R. WhetselL
'61: Bill Collins, '50; Fran Collins, '76 :
Mike McKee; Ron Craig, '78; Dav id
Beckerle, '79; Susan Remley Beckerle,
'S I; Darrell Moore, 'S3; Ralph Postell.
'S2; Robert and Virgin ia Helm, '57;
Cathy Tepper, '80: Brian Tepper, '80:

Merle Steckel, '69; Lenn and Cheryl
Koederitz, '6S; Gary Gerhard , '6S; Sal
and Lesley Pagano, '73; Jim Rea therfo rd , '6S; George and Ellen Donaldson,
'5 1; Brad ley Aman, '79; Jim Hun icke,
'7S; Betty Ellsworth, 'SO; Brenda Horak,
'S2; Marc Gruenenfelde r, 'S I; Donna
Freyder, 'S3; Tom Belsha, '74; Doug
Hart , '79; Mike Booth by, '76: Richard
Harris; HClrry Fitzgibbon; Da n Va nce,
'78 ; David DuBois, 'S I; C. L. Jackson,
'6 1; Robert Lee , '79: Ma rk Herzog, '74:

Rod Kirkpatrick, '77 : Tom Schmitt. '79:
Sherri Clark , '7 S; Dwight Gookin , '75;
Michael Avery, '82: Matt Stone, 's I:
Steve and B'e tt y Suellentrop, '74;
Maril yn Smelcer, 'SO: Jim Honefenger,
'72: Dick Cruse, '55; Steve Rector. '72;
Jeff Philli ps, 'S3: Rodney Myers, '77;
Edwin Barsachs, '50: Dennis McDaniel,
'S3: Don and Rita Stein nerd. '7 4: Thorn
Roller, 'S2: R. E. Carlile. and May un
Desa i, 'S(
Lenn Koederitz, '68

Houston'-::"'Continued

; Vic
, '7],

San·
Betti
Izler,
I, '68

Bay Area Section
The San Francisco Bay Area Alumni
enjoyed a very pleasant get-together on
Saturday, October 20. Forty-two alumni
and companions gathered at H.S. Lordships in Berkeley 'in time to watch the
sun set behind the Golden Gate Bridge
and watch the lights of the City come
on.
We had the good fortune to be host to
Frank 'and Nancy Mackaman from the
Alumni Association. Frank's slides and
commentary on "The ' Campus 1984"

Bob Ray and Par Schoenky

were quite entertaining. Some of us who your calendar now ... dig oui that raun- and Rhonda Canale; Lou , '6 1, and
had not been back for a while were lost chy old, green sweatshirt .. . and plan on Janice Toepfer; Jim , '64, and Linda
without Jackling Gym to give us our joining us.
Lammers; Dave, '64, and Laurie
bearings. The place sure has changed.
Peacock; Tom Enderle, '69, and Barbara
Par Schoenky took us the other direcAttending were: Charlie, '28 , and Bet- Stickney; Joyce Day, '70, and Mike
tion with severaT 1947 editions of the ty Freeman; William Alsmeyer, '4 1; Callahan; Don, '72, and Mira Lee; Pam,
Jim, '42 , and Velma Shaffer; Bob, '47, " 75 , and Dennis, '76 , Leitterman; David
Miner.
and Marney Ray; Marianne Cochrane, Hengie, '79; Eric Stassevitch, '80, and
The Bay Area Alumni's Third An- '50; Par, '50, and Mary Schoenky; Art Gina Centanni; Kevin, '81 , and Jane
nual St: Pat's Party was announced for Koelling, '57; Warren, '58, and Ellen Ray ; Robert, '82, and Janice, '82,
Saturday, March 16, 1985, at the Lit- Hooks; Judson, '58, and Shirley Leong; Naumann.
Jerold K. Littlefield, '58
tlefield home in San Francisco. Mark Jerry, '58, and Kay Littlefield, Tom; '61,

Dave Peacock and Art Koelling

Tom Enderle and Barbara Stickney

-'"
Velma

..:
-",-

and Jim Shaffer.
Mackaman

Nancy

Pam and Dennis Leitlerman

'79:
'75;
'8 1:
'74;

ger.
'72;

'77:
miel.

hom
Mira and Don Lee. Judson and Shirley Keong

Bill Aismeyer. Eric Stassevitch and Gina Centanni

Lou and Jan Toepfer. Rhonda and Tom Canale

MEETING DATA
Event/Site

Date

SME/AIME Annual Meeting,
New York Hilton, 5:30-7:00 p.m ... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . ...... February 25
AAPG All Alumni Party,
New Orleans Hilton, 5:30-7: 30 p. m.
. . March 25
Semi-Annual Board of Directors Meeting,
Rolla ...
. . April 13
Class Reunion-Class of 1935. Rolla ..
. ....... May 10
Commencement, Rolla.
..................
. ... May 12
Homecoming .. . ........ . . ... . . . . . ... . . . . .. ..... . .. .. .. Oct. 18-20
Frank Mackaman. Belly and Charlie Freeman
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MINER SPORTS
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Gene Green, Editor
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Su an Mullins

Gibson to lead Basketball Miners
One f the mo t cha llengi ng ched ules
in recent years will awa it th Un iversit y
of Mi" ouri-Ro lla men ' basketball team
in 1984- 5.
The Miner men, 14 9 la. t ca on.
return eigh t let term 11 to the fI or this
season. Included in th at group i se nior
forward Cu rtis ,ibson, UM R' top
scorer th e pas t twO ea on and on of
th e best players in the MIAA .
A fir t-team selec t ion during th e pn t
two ea ns f MIAA competition, G ib·
on ne ds 319 point to become th e top
Miner scorer in hi tor .
th er lett ermen returning arc guard
tu O'K raski and Dan T appcndorf: forward Jeff Mefford , Kri s Stange, M ark
Zarr and Kevin
rave : and en ter
Dave M oellenhoff.
"The fir ·t thin g we mu t do thi
sea on i to replace a couple of very
good guard who graduated ," 'aid head
coach Bill y K ey . "Stan Shuemaker and
Todd W ent z did a grea t j ob for u la t
sea on, and now we mu t replace th em
both ,"
Tr ing to a ist O'Kra ki and Tappen dorf at the guard pot will be tran fer
Joe
unningham, Norm Oswa ld and
Billy W alker. along wit h fre hmen

Duane Huddle ton, Mark Given and
Steve Jarvis. Fellow fre hman Tim Hudwalker will tr y to make the transition to
a ollegiate forward pot.
"We hould be a good hooting team.
but we will have to rea ll y play wel l a. a
tcam to make up for wha t we lose in
luickne s." Key said. "If our junior clas'
can come on tron g thi. yea r, it wi ll rea lly go a long way in making liS a solid
t am.
Kc y cnt er hi. 20 th ea on a UM R
head coach, boasting a record of
350-286 in 26 years of collegiate
coaching. He will be pre iden t of th e
Na ti o nal A sociation of Basketball
oache. in 1986-8 7. taking over the
po t from Georgetow n U ni ver it y'
John Thompson. K ey i a isted aga in
thi eason by Dale M artin .
"Our chedule is very tough," K ey
noted . " W e play Arkan as State,
Univer it y of Missis ippi , N ortheast
Oklahoma and Indiana State University
of Evansv ill(' on the road, and we have a
conference ched ule that fea ture the
national champion at lea t twice ( entral Mi ouri).
" W e know it will be quite a
challenge."

lady Miners Feature New Coach
T he UM R Lad y Miner basketball
tealll will have a new coach this season,
a Mary Ort elee takes over th e head
coach in g duty. She is a grad uate of th e
Statc Un i ve r it y of New York ourt land wh ere she played basketbal l
and golf.
Fo r th e past three ea on , Ortelee
has se rved as a i tant women's basket bal l coach at Lamar Un iversity in Beaumont . Tex as. T he nativ e of Pi tt fo rcl,
N.Y .. ea rn ed her ma ter'. degree at
Lamar.
"I like a fa t-brea k style of ba ketbal l
an I favor man40-man defen e," Ortelee
sa id . " We will tre s fundament als ancl
hopefully adj u t to each ot her after th e
fir t month of th e season. "
The Lad y Miners will tr y to improve
A s th e U niversit y of Mi souriRolla wom en' ba ketball tea m enj oys it holiday brea k, Susan Mullins'
performance will remain a topic of
con versa t ion .
A th e Miner jumped off to a 5- 1
eason. prod uci ng fiv e
tart thi
traight victorie in the proce ,
M ullin ~ connected on an amazi ng 28

on las t year's 7- 17 record . a fi ve return ing lett erwo men pace th e gro up.
Lead ing th e way are fo rward s Susa n
Mullins, Sandra Vaughn and Kim Murphy. and guarcl Kell y Stewa rt and
Me li sa Warfield. Newcomers are guard
Eli zabeth Haning and forwards T ay na
Hough. Kim Kramer and Terri N ew ton.
Guard Leslie Behm and cent er Stacey
Stover, who have playecl on previous
M iner quads. al 0 have return ed to th e
hardwood for the 1984-85 season.
"This team has a great attitu de and
th e abi lit y to get up and down the
floor," Ort elee aid. " If they will con tinu e to sharpen th eir fundamentals and
work on defense. I feel th ey ca n rea ll y
improve a the season progres e ."
out of 32 from th e fi eld during the
tea m's la t three ga me . That perfor·
mance raised her avera ge to 18 .7 per
game and her percentage to .660.
"It i an amazing strea k she is on,"
aid first-yea r Miner head coach
M ary Ortclee. "H er hot were not
lay-up either. She has simpl y been
red hot hoo tin g th e bal!."

Swimmers Return Eight All-Americans
Wrestling Miners Have Veteran look
With 13 k:tt rm en an I fiv senior.
gra ci ng th e sq uad,
of
Mi ouri-R lIa wre. tlin
K ee ton i~ lo()~ing for a solid qLI'l(J in
I 8-1 _.
" We ClIlllC a long wa) l a~t ) car.
fini~hi ll g third In the M I
Tourna
lllcnt an I placing tWO of our wrc~ tl 'r~
((,reg cho(' nberg and 'hri 'olonal a_
'onf'ren cc h IInl ion. in their r ' pee·
t ive \ eight ' las" ' "." K et n sa id ." t
th e N AA \I Midw t Regi naL we
fini shed s enth, . o I fee l the nd of th e

70 MSM Alumnu>

"t:as n howed our kid that th e) ar
ca patJe of a ompli hing ome goaL.'·
Thi yea r, the MIAA Tournamen t
will be held Feb . 10 at Ccntral Mi ouri.
with the CA II Regional. Feb . 16.
"We feel we h, ve ~01l1e qua lit y
\He tier. wh 'au ld put toget her a ol id
. eason ." K ee t n said . "Th're i a great
lea l of perien ce returnin g.
' hoe nberg and fellow se nior Jilll
Sick mann will erve a. tea lll co-cap ta in
during th e 19 4-85 . ea on.

With eight All -Americans returnin g
to thi s yea r' Universit y of Mi ou ri Rolla wimming team, Coach Bob Pease
I k for the Miner aga in to be one of
th e be t quad in the nation.
" We fini hed ninth la t car in th e
AA II National. and I feel we will
be th at good or bett er this car." he
pred i ted. " We ha e at lea t one nation al qualifier back in each trak e."
The Miner
face another so lid
checlule, and have added even t like the
Big 8 In vitat iona l and th e 5S In ita
ti onal at SI U·Carbondale to th e slate.
Pea e fec i the e appea rance give the

squad more experience ancl confid('nce
before enterin g national .
Acti on thi s year for th e NCAA II
ham pion hi p will be held March 14- 16
in Orland ,Fla.
If we have anyone area that i not a
de1'! p as the oth ers, it would be' the print
free style and overa ll depth in the but terfl and back troke even t," Pea e
. aid . " H opefull we can on tillue to im·
prove in certain areas a the sea on progre c.
Junior~ Scott Carne .
and Paul
Pericich will serv e as team co-ca ptains
thi s ea on.
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Football Miners

Soccer Miners

The University of Missouri-Rolla
football season ended on a sour note
Nov . II with a 14-6 loss to the fifthranked Northwest Missouri State Bearca ts.
The loss ended UM- Rolla's season at
6-4 overall and 2-3 in the MIAA. Northwest Missouri. ranked fifth in the
prev ious week's NCAA Div ision II poll .
clinched the confe rence crow n with the
victory and lifted its record to 10-0.
The Miners ended the season losing
four of their last fi ve after starting the
year with a 5-0 record and sixth-place
ranking in the NCAA Division II poll.
"I said before the season started that
win. lose or draw . this was one of the
best bunch of young men we have had
pla y -football here in some time," sa id
Miner head coach Charlie Finley. " I still
feel that way. They were a super group
of players t6 work with ."
UM R played highl y tou ted Nort hwest Missouri much closer than most of
the Bea rca ts' 1984 opponents . The
Miners scored first when Mike Schafer
scored fro m one yard out at 7:33 of the
fi r~t qua rter. George Stock's extra point
try couldn't cut through a 30 mph wind,
however, and UM R took a short-lived
6-0 lead.
Brian Quinn got the score back quickly, hitting tight end Dan Anderson with
a 10-yard touchdown pass at 5:36 in the
first qu<).rter. Pat Johnson added the ex. tra poin: to give the undefeated Bearcats
all the points they needed .
The wind and cold limited both
team's scoring until Northwest Missouri
added some insurance with 11:0 I left to
play in the game when Quinn scored on
a one-yard run .
Schafer ended the day as the game's
leading rusher. gaining 76 yards and
scoring the lone Miner touchdown. He
finished the season wit h an 82.8 yardsper-game average, leading the MIAA in
that statistic.
"In some ways 1984 was a frustrating
season, but we also had some good
things to remember," Finley said. "It
was nice to see the team start out well
and gain a national ranking earl y in the
season. I ~I so thought our running game
and offensive line worked together very
well this yea r."
Fi nley noted the Miner defense allowed only 11.1 points per game and
74.9 yards- per-game rus hing. The Miner
defensive backs picked off 13 passes,
paced by all-league safety Ken Zerkel's
four interceptions.
UMR loses 14 seniors from this
squad.

Northeast Missouri State Uni versit y
recorded a 1-0 soccer victory over the
Uni versit y of Missouri ·Rolla in a hardfou ght game in the mud Nov. II to end
the Miners' hopes of winning the 198 4
MIAA championshi p.
The Mi ners finished the season at
9-5-4 overa ll and 1-1-I in the conference. Elsewhere in the confe rence,
Northeast Missouri won with a 2-0-1
record. the Uni versity of Missouri-St.
Louis was 1-0-2 and Sout heast Missouri
was 0-3-0.
The only score of the game came with
14 minutes left to play in the second half
when the Bulldogs' Steve Schlittig
scored an unassisted goal.
" Northeast Missouri played well and
did not allow us to do the things we
needed to win ." sa id Miner head coach .
Paul McNally. "They just took important parts of our game away from us."
McNall y. noting the Miners' tough
schedule. took great pride in his squad's
play this year.
"We came on stro ng during the late
stages of the season and improved on
last yea r's 10·9 mark ." he said. "We are
st ill a young tea m and I feel we will con tinue to improve."
UM R's Kev in Kennoy , Jeff Smit h
and Mike La ne earned fi rst-team MIAA
honors, with Bryan Dickerson and Mike
Ritchie gaining honorable mention
status.

Volmert Wins MIAA Cross
Country Honors
Univer s ity of Missouri-Rolla
freshman Amy Volmert became the second woman in Miner cross country
history to gain all-conference honors
this fall, finishing in the top 10 at the
1984 MIAA Cross Country Championship held in Kirksville.
Volmert, a native of Vienna, finished
tenth in the 36-women field with a time
of 20:41 .8. Darla Curp of Central
Missouri won the meet with a time of
18:36 .0.
Southeast Missouri won the event
wit h a team score of 28 poi nts. followed
by Central Missouri (611 , Northwes t
Missouri (69). Northeast Missouri (84),
UMR 1108) and Lincoln Uni vers ity
(16 1). The Miners finished fifth last
season. also.
Other top UMR runners were Julie
Board (13th) and Eliza beth Haning'"
(25th).

Cross Co untry- M e n

Golf Scholars hip to W ri ght

Da niel Wright, a freshman golfe r at
The UM R men moved up a notch
from last season, finishi ng fo urt h in the the Uni versity of Missouri·Rolla, has
MIAA Cha mpioCls hi ps. Sout heas t ,been awa rded the 1984 William Kelly
Missouri won the event with 20 po in ts. Scholarshi p by the All-American Col.
followed by Nort hwest Missou ri (65). lege Golf Foundation .
Wright, a three- time most va luable
Northeast Missou ri (73). UMR 195),
Central Missouri (106) and Lincoln player at Anna-J onesboro (111.) High
(190) .
School, is the first UM-Rolla golfer to
Jim Bullard paced the Miners with a win the four-year. $1,000 per year
13th-place finish, recordi ng a time of cholarshi p.
"1 was surp rised, and it will give me a
27:03.3 . Ot her top Miners were John
Borthwick (18t h). Dan Lichtenwalner rea l assist financia ll y," Wright said . "I'm
(20th) and Keith Smi th (2 1st) . Southeast anxious to start playing golf at UMR
Missouri's Mike Vanatt a won the race and hope I can make a con tribution."
with a time of 25 : 16_9.
While at Anna-Jonesboro, Wright
finished among the top 20 in the Illinois
I-A State Golf Tournament in 1983 and
was conference meda list during his
sophomore and senior seasons. His
fat her is the golf coach at Shawnee
Junior College in Ullin , Ill.
UMR Boasts Four
''I'm happy for Dan. He is a fine
Academic Swimmers
young man who has the at hletic ski ll
Four members of the Uni versit y of and academic ability to warrant such a
Missouri-Rolla sw imm ing tea m have scholarship," said Mi ner golf coach Bud
been named to the College Sw imming Mercier. "He seems to be a hard worke r
Coaches Association's (CSCAA) 1984 who will try and do his best here at
Academic All-America n Tea m.
UM R."
The honored Miners are Da nn y Ma tAn honor student in high school,
tie (sophomore sprinter. Huntsv ille, Wright is majoring in petroleum
-Ala. , 4.0 grade-po int ave rage in engineering at UM-Rolla.
mec ha nica l eng ineerin g) . Mart in
Rodseth (sophomore distance man.
Oslo, Norway , 3.8 grade-point average
in petroleum engineering) , Paul Pericich
Craig Scott Wins Award
Uunior backstroker, St. Louis, Mo. ,
3.754 grade-point average in metalCraig T. Scott, a University of
lurgical engineering) and Scott Carne y
sophomore in chemical
Missouri-Rolla
Uunior butterfly man , Rochester, Ill.,
engineering
from
Rolla , has been award3.53 grade-point average in geological
ed the United States Army Infantry
engineering).
The squad is selecteB by CSCA A School "Run for Your Life Award" and
coaches. Athletes must have at least a "Swim for Your Life Award."
Scott, an Air Force ROTC cadet at
3.5 cumulative grade-point average and
UMR
qualified for the awards by coman appearance in an NCAA or NAIA
pleting
2,500 miles of running and 50
championship to qualify for the team.
Only seven NCAA Division II swim- miles of swimming within a two-year
mers were selected for the team , four of period. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Scott, Rolla.
them from UMR.
A total of 77 student-athletes were
honored by the CSCAA in Divisions I,
II and lII.
"A ll four swimmers are returning AIlAmerica ns and are the top people we
have in their respecti ve ,events," said
Miner swimming coach Bob Pease.
"They' re obviously serious students and
athletes. and it is nice to see such effort
rewarded in this fashion ."
UM -Rolla sw immers began competition Oct. 25 when a 5:30 p.m. intrasquad meet ushered in the new season.
The Miners finished ninth in the NCAA
Division II Championships last season.
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Meet Jim McGrath, '49, .
New Association President
Jim McGrath, newly-elected President of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association
says that if he were to point out just one area where his prev.ious activities
within the association have been most effective, it probably would be his continuing encouragement of the development of a closer relationship between UMR
and industry.
"In my activities within the association, I have been promoting involvement
with our industrial clients, " McGrath says. "I call them clients because they are
the users of oUl: product--the kids that come out of UM-Rolla. I have always felt
it was an important relationship for the school to develop.
"I think Rolla's greatest strength today is the same as it was 30 years ago-providing graduates with a good, sound education." McGrath says. "Over the
years, I've heard users of UMR students say that when they get a Rolla
graduate working for them, they always have a hard-working levelheaded, and
technically sound employee_
But that kind of reputation isn't enough in today's competitive marketplace.
To increase UMR's effectiveneSs, and thereby industry's willingness to contribute
financial assistance to the school, McGrath suggests that UMR should be asking
industry three questions before asking for increased monetary support.
"I want to see UM-Rolla asking industry: What can we do for you? How can
we improve curriculum to make our students more beneficial to you, the user?
What new technical areas are you developing that our students should 'be
prepared to handle when they get out of school?
McGrath is a charter member (1972) of the UMR Academy of Civil
Engineers, an honorary organization of civil engineering alumni who consult
wit_h tl.!e department on curriculum and support CE programs in general.
He also commends the efforts of the UMR Development Council.. This group
is actively supporting the "UMR Peaks bf Excellence" program in promoting a
closer relationship with industry (See Chancellor Marchello's message in August
AlumnusJ..
McGrath has a wealth of experience from which.to draw in supporting his
views on developing a closer relationship with industry.
.
by more of our alumni," Jim says. "Hopefully, with that interest would come the
After 34 years with Fruin Colnon Corporation, Jim started his own company
increased financial assistance that the association needs. Our alumni should
in mid-1983, McGrath & Associates, Inc. , to perfor.m general contracting in the
know that the majority of the funds they contribute to the association are used
metropolitan St. Louis area and elsewhere.
"From the tailgate position, I wish I had done it about 25 years ago," says the .for scholarships and loans to students and they should know also that the recipients of this financial assistance are really outstanding young people. They are
1946-49 MSM football standout, "I think it's a great experience for a person to
bright, hard-working young men and women who, like many of our alumni in
go through (starting his own company.)"
the past , will leave Rolla and go out into the world and earn their way to the
His new company is staffed with UMR graduates.
.top in industry , science or education."
"My principal associate here is Walt Zimmermann," Jim says. "Walt (vice
Jim says there has been a steady increase of interest and participation by
president of operations) is a civil engineering (1962) graduate from Rolla. We
Alumni over the past 15 years, but he would like to see more. He led the way in
worked together at Fruin Colnon for 20-plus years."
trying to get more interest in the association by announcing at the first board
"Our chief estimator is Gary Bailey." Bailey is also a Rolla graduate, civil
meeting he chaired that each committee chairman is to recruit for his or her
engineering, 1968. "It shows a great deal of faith in Rolla I suppose."
committee one person not presently on the Alumni Board. Increased interest
The Nooter Corporation completes the Rolla connection. Nooter, headed up
would probably help fulfill his other goal.
by Rolla alum Paul Dowling, Class of 1940, is an investor in McGrath &
"The other thing that I would like to see more of is an active interest on the
Associates, Inc.
part of some of the younger alumni," Jim says. "What I hope to do in the next
"Nooter made an investment in us and our company. They were interested in
diversifying their activities and apparently felt our general construction goals met couple of years is to develop some programs to get a better ratio of age groups in
the managing elements of the alumni association.
these needs. Now Nooter is a major stockholder in McGrath & Associates.
"I guess a progression of ages is what I'd like to see," he says. "We would get
The company's principal interest is the construction of industrial and commersome of the 30-year-vets, some of the 20's, some of the IS's, some of the 10's,
cial facilities with some institutional work.
etc.
"We have stressed work in the St. Louis metropolitan area," Jim says. "We
"Of course that's a problem for a lot of the young people who have joined big
have taken two jobs away from St. Louis, one in Indiana (for AMOCO Oil) and
companies and are traveling all over the world and, at the same time trying to
one' in Ohio (for SOHIO) but our main concentration has been in this
raise a family. They might make 10 moves in their first 10 years. But there are
metropolitan area."
Clients have included Union Carbide, Monsanto, McDonnell-Douglas, DePaul some, I think , that would be willing and able, if encouraged in the right way, to
. start participating in alumni work earlier."
Hospital and the Arcnctiocese of St. Louis.
Over the next two years, he would like to see what he calls a "stronger, more
With a comparatively new business and an active family--wife , Terry, and
enthusiastic, more supportive alumni than we have today."
three sons, now grown--one might assume Jim would not have the time to institute new programs as president of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association. In "If our Alumni around the world had the opportunity, as I have had, to spend
time on the campus, to bec6me better acquainted with UMR's chancellor. staff
stead, he points to areas he plans to actively promote during his two-year term
and faculty, and most of all, to become acquainted with our students, they
of office.
would be prouder than ever of their Alma Mater."
"What I would hope to do would be to encourage interest (in the association)
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~lu~ni .,· Rersonals~~~~~~~~~~~
The alumni office has received notice of
the death of Victor Allan Doster on Jan.
3, 1984, in. Carson, Calif. At MSM he
was a member of Bonanza, Sigma Gam·
rna Epsilon, Quo Vadis and the Senior
Council. He received a B.S. degree from
MSM in mining engineering. He had
been a resident of the Los Angeles,
Calif. area since leaving school.
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1911
The death of Milan Harrison Detweiler
on Oct. 12, at the Orangewood Retire·
ment Home in Phoenix , Ariz., has been
reported by his son, L.M. Detweiler,
6650 Van Winkle Drive, Falls Church,
V A 22044. At MSM Milan was a
member of the Lucky Strike C lub,
Y.M.CA. and received his degree in
mining engineering. According to his
son. "He was active in sports and was a
varsity member of both the football and
baseball teams. He always enjoyed
relating his many experiences on the
football team. My Dad had received a
50· year pin at the 1961 graduation exer·
cis.es and throughout his life was an avid
supporter of the Rolla School of Mines."
Before his retirement, Milan ' had been
vice president of Ziegler Coal and Coke
Co. , Ziegler, III.

1921

The death, on Sept. 8, of James Power
Moore has been reported by his wife,
Lula Moore, 2 12 F raser Lane, Hobart ,
IN 46342. At MSM , James was a
member of Tau Beta Pi, Grubstakers
a nd the Misso uri Mining a nd
Metallurgical Association . He received
his degree in mining engineering and
later earned an M.S . degree in engineer·
ing from the University of Alabama .
James was a .supervisor at U.S. Steel
Corp.'s Sheet & Tin Division when he
retired in 1963 with 32 years of service.
Before serving in the Army during
World War II, he had worked for Stan·
dard Forgings of Indiana Harbor and
for St. Joseph Lead Co. In addition to
his wife, he is survived by two sons,
Phillip and Richard, '64, 14900 Thorn·
ridge, Plymouth, IN 48170 and seven
grandchildren.

A one·man exhibit of the ancient art of
illumination as practiced by Elmer Gam·
meter, 118 Duncan Circle-Winder·
mere, Beaver, PA 15009, was held this
fall at the Merrick Art Gallery, New
Brighton, Pa. A feature article in the
Beaver County Times about Elmer and
his work was referred to the Alumnus at
Homecoming by Walter Remmers, '23.
Elmer, a retired metallurgist, began his
stud y of the art as a youngster, but has
spent considerable time devoted to pro·
ducing his own work only since retire·
ment. The almost lost skill, which was
populari zed by the monks of the Midd le
Ages, is the practice of elaborately
decorating and embellishing written
words with intricate details, scrolls,
designs and paintings. Elmer works
primarily with water colors and inks and
exhibited about 30 of his artistic crea·
tions. He doesn't sell any of his work
and doesn't take orders. Friends con·
vinced him to publicly display his il·
luminations through an exhibit. An ex·
ample of his work is an embellishment 1932
of the Navy Hymn for his son, a former Frank Zvanut celebrated his 73rd birth·
sailor. He used an ancient depiction of day' by playing a total of 73 games of
God and a miniature painting of the tennis at the Tyler, Texas Tennis and
Wreck of the Hesperus in the work. "I Swim Club. Frank writes: "I played
can't emphasize enough how important seven sets-on the winning side four
a hobby is," the article Quotes Gam· times-from I :30 to 7:30 p.m. I took
meter as saying. "Too many retired peo· one hour off for supper and a shower."
pIe sit in the chair. I attribute my Frank and Katherine were in Rolla for
longevity (he's 80) partly to my hobby." . the recent groundbreaking ceremonies .

end
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1933
Kenneth Hoevel died approximately a
year ago according to a notice from Ann
Hoevel, 1729 E. 30th Place, Tulsa, OK
74114. At MSM Kenneth was a
member of Sigma Nu, the Glee Club,
the RoHamo and Miner staffs, the St.
Pat's Board and played tennis. He
received his B.S. degree in mechanical
. engineering. His career was spent with
National Supply Co. , then ArmcoNational Supply Co.
. Theodore W. Hunt, a concrete consul·
tant, receives mail at Box 1566, Rolla,
MO 6540 I.

Don M. Long on Sept. 18. Don lived at

e

1924
A note from his son, E. M. Casey , in·
forms us that Walter E. Casey, 87 , has
suffered several sma ll strokes and is
presently confined to a nursing home .
Mail addressed to 7815 Pagewood Lane,
Houston, TX 77063, will be forwarded . .

for the Mineral Engineering Building
and at Homecoming, October 26 and
27. Their address is 1024 Hansford,
Tyler, TX 75701.

Word has been received of the death of

Faye Nuell Mayo, 1818 Thayer Ave. ,
Los Angeles, CA 90025, sends us word
of the death of her mother, Estelle
Nuell. Estelle was the widow of Barney
, Nuell, Class of 1921, who died in 1965.
Barney held degrees in chemistry and
chemical engineering and had a long
career with Connecticut Mutual Life In·
sura nce Co. in New York and Califor·
nia.
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home in Newburg while attending
MSM and was a member of the baseball
team. He received his B.S. degree in
general science (he was a chemistry rna·
jor). Following graduation Don worked
with the Missouri Geological Survey for
a year and a half and spent a short time
with Weston Cart, Alton, lII. He joined
the Missouri Division of Health
Laboratory in Jefferson City in 1937
and remained with the state for 37
years. He established a chemistry sec·
tion in the State Division of Health and
retired as chief chemist. He is survived
by his wife, Nancy, 105 Belair, Jefferson
City, MO 65101 , a son and daughter
and six grandchildren. Don attended the
celebration of his 50th year graduation
in May, 1983, at UMR.
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1936

193.1

and lives at
E. L. McReynolds, 37 12 Spruce Drive. Nyle M. Adams i retired
urg. ,FL
Leesb
Drive.
da
Jacasan
Salt Lake City, UT 84124, writes: 2 15
32748.
Was
5.
'8
in
"Hope to be at Homecoming
in Rolla in May for the 1934 class reuPaul D. Houseknecht is retired. He and
nIon-ve ry enjoyable visit."
Kay live at 11 2 Tru mbull Parkway .
Bata via. NY 14020. Pa ul wri tes: "Still
I
and
wife
"My
writes:
up
Leo J . Sullentr
thoroughly enjoyed the three days we brea thing!"
spent at Dear Ole MSM last May
celebrating the 50th anniversary for
member s of the class of 1934. The progress made by the school is certainly
remarka ble and something that made us
Old Timers all feel mighty proud." Leo
is retired and lives at 2216 West I I9th
Street , Chicago , IL 60643 .

1938

NOTICE
Members of the
Class of 1935
will hold their
Golden Reunion
May 10-12 in
Rolla. For more
details call:

J. W. Howerton reports: "Back to Rancho Bernar do , Ca lif. for the
winter- back in Illinois in May- best of
both worlds! " The mailing address for J.
W. and Clarellen is 127 36-6 Camino de
la Breccia, San Diego, CA 92 128.
Melvin E. Nickel is. president of MeJvin
E. Nickel and Associates. He and Mary
Lou live at 10601 S. Hamilton Ave.,
Chicago , IL 60643 . Melvin writes:
"Mary Lou and I just returned from a
four-week business and pleasure trip to
South Africa . Had a wonderful time.
Traveled more than 25 ,000 miles by air
and 3,000 miles by auto."
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federal government for a suggestion that
will save the Corps an estimated $10
million . It was for an improved design
for the relocation of a railroad th~ t is to
be 'displaced by the Corps' $2 billion,
234-mile Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway in Mississippi and Alabama. He
also won the ' Department of the AFmy's
Meritorious Civilian Service Award in
1976. Walter is survived by his wife
Rita, 2409 La Fortune Drive, Decatur,
GA 30032, five sons and four .
daughters, and his mother, Mrs. Miuy Mussell , 303 N. Broadway, Poplar
Bluff, MO 6390 I.

Ollie Kamper
602/99717953

center for material s and processing, Sao
Paulo. Brazil. Jim was active in professional and scientific societies. He was a
member of an ad hoc commitee on high
performance steel and titanium castings
for the National Materials Advisory
Board. He was a past director of the
Iron and Steel Society of AIME and of
that organization's Metallurgical Society. He was past international director
and regional vice president of the
Amer'can Foundryman's Society and
won the Seaman Gold Medal in 1962.
He was past chairman of Division I of
the Steel Fou'ndry Society of America
and was on the board of trustees of the
Foundry Education Foundation. He
is survived by his wife. Ruth Nast
Kiesler. 1365 Van Antwerp Road,
Schenectady. NY 12309. a daughter, a
son and five grandchildren.

Don't Miss I tl
1940

1939
John H. Livingston, '39, '48, writes:
"Retired on my Louisiana plantation;
we grow peaches , pears. figs, pecans,
and registered Herefords." John's address is P.O. Box 155 , Elm Grove. LA ·
71051.
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Walter E. Mussell , chief of real estate
for the South Atlantic Division of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. died
Oct. II of a heart attack while visiting a
son in New Jersey . At MSM he was a
member of Sigma Pi (president in 1938),
ASCE and the Rollamo Board . He
received his B.S. degree in civil enginee ring. Followin g Arm y service in World
Wa r II. Walter joined the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and had been with
that agency for 43 yea rs. Since 1967 . he
had been overseer of about 3.2 million
acres of federal lands and the Corps'
various recreational projects in the
South, includin g Lake Lamer. In June
he won a $10,000 award from the

A. James Kiesler, retired manager of the
metals processing branch at the General
Electric Research and Development
Center, Niskayuna , N.Y.. died Oct. 28.
after a brief illness. At MSM he had
been corresp onding secreta ry of
Triangle, a sports writer for the Miner. a
member of the "M" Club (track and
football) and received a gold football for
four years on the squad. He received his
B.S. degree in metallurgical engineering
and was awarded the professional
degree, metallurgical engineer in 1960
by MSM. After a short career with R.
Lav.in and Sons. brass and aluminum
smelters, and service in the U.S. Army
Air Force, he joined Reynold s Aluminum then General Electric Co. in 1946 .
For G E. he worked for two years as ametallurgica l enginee r then transferred
to the GE Research Laboratory where
his group specialized in all phases of
melting and fabrication of metals and
alloys. Shortly before his retirement in
1981 . he served on special assignment to
help establish an advanced technology

Fraizer "Mac" Stewart is president,
Raymac Oil Corp., Dallas. He and
Dorothy live at 1414 N. Peninsula Ave ..
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069.

1941
Robert K. Boyd sends a new address:
11 36 Tehacha pi Dri ve. Long Beach. C A
90807 .
Marvin C. Grisham writes: "We are enjoy ing retirement immensely in this
bea utiful hill country of Texas. We enjoy good health. We travel some which
we also enjoy. Have a good year." Marvin and Uldene live at 1836 Pebble
Brook Drive. New Braunfels, TX
78130.
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Homecoming Memories
Glenn Staley, Class of '44, was in
Rolla for his 40th reunion at Homecoming. At some of the class gatherings,
stories about various intramural activities were floating around engendering some discussion about the differences between then and now. Glenn
recalled an incident and a question that
have been at the back of his mind for 40
years.
" In those days, intramural acti vities
included a football pla yoff between
social fraternities and the Independents.
and the manner of playing was devised
by the participants. as I recall.
"One of the ground rules was that

1941
Kenneth L. Hardine Jr. writes: "Retired
May. 1983 , from Gunther Construction
Co. . Galesburg. Ill. , after 37 years
(highway contractors). Wife, Margaret
Timberman, is from Rolla. Two children
(boy & girl). Have two grandchildren.
Highlight of retirement: Marge & I
returned [0 Marshall & Mariana Islands,
with a group from the X-lb9th Seabees,
US Navy. October. 1983. visiting
islands where we were stationed during
W.W. II." Marge and Kenneth live at
1232 Dayton Drive. Galesburg, IL
61401.

Robert Schoenthale plans to retire the
first of the year. He currently resides at
2625 NW Grand Blvd., Oklahoma Ci ty.
OK73116.

Robert C. and Myrtus Wright live at
307 Main St., Hingham. MA 02043.
Robert writes: "Sem i-retired after a very
interesting ca ree r. I have three
daughters. each with scientific degrees
(physics. astr'on<2..my , math) , six grandsons. one granddaughter. Still very
busy."

·
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Carl M. Zvanut writes: "Still retired and
becoming involved in programming as a
hobby." He and Catherine live at 14
Chetwynd Road . Paoli. P A 19301.

although yo u played on the regula r varsi ty ga me field. yo u played across it instead of using the 100 yard length.
Another facet of these games was the
lack of body protection equ ipment - the
groups couldn't afford it and. after all. it
was just touch football.
"In the fall of '42. one of the teams
was lined up choosi ng positions and
practicing plays on one sideline. whi le
the other was making the same preparations on the opposite sideline-each
team running practice plays from this
line of scrimmage toward the center
field area .
"A strange double coincidence occur-

red w hen each quarterback
simultaneously called for his right end to
run ou t diagonally for a pass wh ich, of
course, put the two on the same line of
travel. The second concide nce was the
meat of this story- that not on ly did
both ends run on exact ly the same line
but jumped up looking over their left
shoulders at the exact same instant.
They bumped the backs of their heads
together and both were knocked unconscious.
"They were placed unceremoniously
along the sidelines. About an hour later
one woke up and called out 'let's get the
game started' and was told that, in fact,

1942

1944

John C. Allen is an aq uaculture
engineer for Brackish Water
Aquaculture, Jakarta, Indonesia. He
and Chili live at 2333 Kapiolani , Apt.
3314. Honolulu. HI 96826.

Herbert D. Barnhart writes: "I retired
from the General Electric Co. Jan. 1,
and we have moved to the .eastern shore
of Mobile Bay into a golfing community
called Lake Forest." He and Helen
receive mail at P. O. Box 990, Daphne,
AL 36528 .

Charles T. Morris writes: "I retired after
35 years as an engineer with Monsanto
Co. I am now on my third job since
retirement as a manufacturer's representative. " Charles is currently a sales
engineer with Fischer Equipment Co ..
St. Louis, Mo. He and Jacqueline live at
11856 Gray Drive, Des Peres, MO
63131.
Ed Rassinier, '42, '76, is an independent
geologic engineer. He writes: "Observed
St. Pat's in Austin with Sig (,41) and
Mary Gayer at the University of Texas
Emeritus Professor Sam and Dottie
Ellison's home. Enjoyed Dr. Sam's
outlook on energy and an update on his
continuing interest in conodonts." Ed
and Berniece li ve at 3526 Dumbarton,
Houston , TX 77025 .

1943
Joseph K.Schmitz retired from Tenneco Inc.; he now has a consulting
business, JKS Consultant Service. His
mailing address is 720 E. Front St.,
Plainfield, NJ 07062.

the game was over. The other fellow had
roused a few minutes earlier to find the
players walking off the field.
"I was one of the participants in this
strange incident and I would like very
much to find that other fellow. I have
hopes that this commun icat ion will
reach , if not him, someone who might
just remember the incident and send me
a lead as to his identity. Please send your
clues either to the ed itor of this pUblication or to me-Glenn Staley, '42, 1508
E. Walnut, Carbondale, IL 62901. I
have .only one item that might help - his
height will probably be about six feet. "

1945
Notice has been received of the death of
Makoto Joseph Kawaguchi. Makoto attended MSM from 1943 to 1945. He
was a member of Independents, Tech
Club, Tau Beta Pi, Engineers Club, Student Council , Alpha Phi Omega and
was secretary for AIME. He received
his degree in metallurgical engineering.
After graduation , he worked for
,j
Bethlehem Steel Co. for several years
1984 ROLLAMO
before returning to his home state of
Ca lifornia . In Ca lifornia he was
employed by several firms before joining 1947
Hewlett-Packard where he was a proWalter Liddell writes: "From C.E. to
cess engineer then training manager.
high tech. In 1972 I retired from Wang
Labs. In 1966 I opened their first St.
1946
Lou is sales office, a one-man operationThe Rev. Robert L. Mann (ret ired t ha t ha s become a 300-person
United Methodist clergyman) writes: operation." Walter li ves at 7347
"Shirley and I ow n ou r own home (it's Idamore Lane, St. Louis, MO 63123.
paid for!) which we're fixing up-painting, plumbing, etc. We're doing a lot of
it ourselves and having fun. Doing some George I. Perryman is assistant regional
preaching for preachers sick or on vaca- administrator, General Services Adtion . Serving God-THE Great ministration, Atlanta. He and Laura
Engineer." Their address is P.O. Box recently moved to 3724 Conifer Circle
395 , Sullivan, MO 63080.
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30342.
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Bob Bay, '49, President-Elect
American Society of Civil Engineers
UM-Rolla alumnus Robert D_ Bay of Kansas City recently took office as
president-elect of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) . He will
become the society's president in October 1985.
He received his B.S. in civil engineering from UM R in 1949 and the professional degree of management engineer in 1969.
Bay is engineering manager for Black & Veatch's Civil-Environmental Division
in Kansas City. He joined Black & Veatch seven years ago after 17 years with
Laclede Steel Co. as a consultant and manager for major quality control programs especially for those steel products used in nuclear construction .
Bay was involved in research and development of a steel placement system for
continuously reinforced pavement using patented deformed wire and in the
design of the composite two-way slab floor system for the World Trade Center in
New Yark City. Other projects included research that led to the application of

deformed wire to concrete pipe as a substitute for reinforcing bars and the
deSign , research and development of a complete line of open-web steel joists.
In ASCE, Bay has served as vice president of Zone III and director of District
16. He is a past president of the St. Louis Section and past chairman of two major national committees. He currently serves on the society's Committee on
Public Communication and the Task Committee on Constitution and Bylaws.
He is a retired major general in the U.S. Army Reserve. He is a member of a
number of engineering organizations and has received man y honors.
Bay served as president of the MSM/U MR Alumni Association (1980-82) , and
on numerous campus committees including the UMR Centennial Committee.
and , most recentl y, the UM R Long-Range Planning Liaison Committet. He is a
charter member of the UMR Academy of Civil Engineers and served as its first
president.

Harvey B. Leaver, '48, '65, is corporate
vice president Bank Building Corp. and
president MBI. He resides at 14640 Lus
Padres Court , Chesterfield , MO 630 17 .
Aldon P. Annis sends a new address:
3800 Arnold Place. Plano, TX 75074.

1949
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Edwin A. Davidson writes: " Retired
from M. 1. Harden Associates Inc. after
selling business last January. Now in
business as a private consultant." He
and Mary Jeannette live at 2510 Grand
Ave., Kansas City, MO 64108.
William A. Morgan writes: "I retired
from IBM last May ('84) after 33 years
with the company." William receives
mail at P. O. Box 361 , Owego. NY
13827.

Keith D. Sheppard has been named William J. Foley, 5519 N. Calle Del
president of AA Development Corp. Santo, Phoenix, AZ 85018, ' recently
and AA Energy Corp., both subsidiaries completed a three-month consulting
of AMR Corp., Dallas-Fort Worth Air- assignment with the Industrial
port, Texas. He and Jean live at 4341 Technology Resea rch Institute in Philip Newton died Aug. 31, according
Taipei, Taiwan , as a volunteer executive to a notice received from his wife.
Willow Lane, Dallas, TX 75234.
with the International Executive Service Dorothy M. Newton, 1422 W. II th St.,
R. A. Tappmeyer has been named chief Corps. IESC was organized in 1964 by a Freeport. TX 77541. At MSM he had
executive officer, Reading & Bates Drill- group of American businessmen, headed been a student assistant in the
ing Co., Houston. He has been with the by David Rockefeller, to help owners mechanical engineering department and
company since 1966, most recently and practitioners of private enterprise in was a member of ASME . He received
holding the office of president. He and developing countries. If Bill will send us his B.S. degree in mechanical engineerMary live at 2226 Country Club Drive, a short report, we'll let you know more ing. He was employed by Dow Chemica l
Co.
Sugar Land, TX 77478.
about his tripjn a later issue.
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Warren W. Roberts writes: " I reti red in
1982 from Combustion Engineering.
Chattanooga_ as design supervisor. components engineering department_. My
wife Ea rlene. who taught school many
yea rs. retired in 1983. I work as a
volunteer three days a week in a med ica l
center. " Their address is 900 Mt. Vernon Ave., Chattanooga , TN 37405.
Word has been received of the death of
John Marchall Thorp, 3319 Tom
Sawyer, Florissant. MO 63033. At
MSM John was a member of ASM.
AIME and was a student assistant in
metallurgical engineering. He received
his B.S. degree in metallurgy. He was
employed as an industrial engineer by
the U.S. Army Aviation Materials Command in St. Louis and received the professional degree, metallurgical engineer
from MSM in 1955.

1950
Larry W. Cantwell writes: "Effective
July i. 1982. retired from the position of
division engineer. Santa Fe Railway at
Fort Madison . Iowa . My wife.
Josephine , and I reside at No.2 Hickory
Hills. Wever, IA 52658."
Robert L. Choate sends a new address.
It is 124 Prospect Drive SW. Leesburg,
VA 22075.

Fred D. Cochran is now director.
management services. for Kansas City
-Power & Light Co ., Kansas City. Mo.
He and Esther live at Route I. Box
175A. Peculiar. MO 64078.
Word has been received of the death of
George W. Gergeceff, 20 Orchard Ave ..
Webster Groves. MO 63119. At MSM
George was a member of ASME. Alpha
Phi Omega and was on the dean's honor
list several times. He received his B.S.
degree in mechanical engineering. He
had been employed by Granite City
Steel in Granite City. lII. for more than
30 years.
Donald W. Marshall, '50, '53, Route 2.
Box 319, Sunrise Beach. MO 65079,
writes: "Retired June I, 1976, from
commissioned regular corps, U.S. Public
Health Service with rank of captain
(navy equivalent)."
Douglas F. Middleton is now an
engineer for Energy Development
Corp .. Houston. He and Grace live at
4434 Twinkle Court. Houston . TX
77072. .
Lloyd B. Phillips sends the following
note: "In November, 1974, I hung it up
after having boomed overseas construction for 24 years, working/travelling in
47 countries. I never got around to putting in a contract in the contiguous 48 .
Since retiring. J occasionally burn off ex cess energy fiddling around on a farm
that we have in southeast Missouri and
occasionally travel with my wife ,
Emilie, to visit her clan members In
Canada." Lloyd's address is Route I.
Box 543. Ironton . MO 63650.
Theodore J. Reeves is president/owner
of GWS Contractors Inc. His address is
P.O. Box 567 , Flat River, MO 6360 I.
Raymond T. Ruenheck is now manager,
inside testing-patriot radar-for
Raytheon Co. , W. Andover, Mass. He
and Iris live at 7 Montview Road ,
Chelmsford, MA 01824.
Robert T. Rose writes: "I was structural
engineer for LaSalle Count y Nuclear
Sta tion a nd helped ge t it on line." He is
now a supervising engineer for Commonwea lth Edison Co. in C hicago. His
address is 80 I Robinhood Lane. Ot\
tawa . I).. 61350.
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Robert E. Smith Sr. is now an assistan t
vice president for American Appra isal
Associ~'tes in Detroit. He lives at 4462
Dudley . Dearborn Heights, MI 48125. '
Jack A. Steuterman is employed by
Williamswrt Fabricators Inc. He is currently living at 200 Valley Heights
Drive. Willia~sport, PA 1770 I.

Edward J. Milligan is an engineer for
AT&T Consumer Products (formerly
Western Electric), Shreveport, La. He
and JoAnn recently moved to 9250
Dean Road, No. 1612, Shreveport, LA
John W. Weingaertner writes: " I retired 7 1118 . He writes: "We have four in colJune 8, and moved into a condominium ' lege now! "
in August." John and Jean's new address is 7538 Kirky Court , St. Louis, Robert J. Smith writes that he "just
retired." He and Mary have moved to
M063119.
Route 4, Box 3 I 5C, Boone, NC 28607.
John R. Van Nort, '50, '57, is semiretired and now works for himself. He
lives at 1714 Woodland Park Drive,
Houston. TX 77077 .

Larson E. Wile writes: "Since retirement from Lynchburg Foundry Co.
ilan. I, 1984) I have been operating my own
foundry consulting business 'Alto Mont
Enterprise Inc.'''. Larson and Arlene
li ve at 2220 Indian Hill Road, Lynchburg, V A 24503.

1951
Gene R. Blendermann will retire from
Exxon this December. Gene has worked
for Exxon since 1951 in Venezuela,
Libya, Norway and New York as an
engineer, joint venture representative,
production manager and planning
manager. He and Vera can be contacted
at Rivermere 3B Alger Court, Bronxville, NY 10708 .
Gilbert L. Crowell, 4 I I Palm Bark St.,
Vista, C~ 92083, completed five years
with GO/CONVAIR this last May . The
company has been doing extensive work '
at the downtown San Diego plant, at
Lindbergh Field and at San Diego Harbor. He writes: "My 'participation as
field engineer is where the action is. Inspect. coordinate with contractor(s), involved governmental bodies, our owrr
departments, etc. My participation will
continue for another five or six years
when I hope to retire with sufficient
means to enjoy tne 40 years of working
since leaving Rolla. Would like to make
one or two of the anniversary
homecomings honoring the class of '51 ."
He adds, "Schooling opens doors but
there has to be other effort to obtain
recognition and acceptance of your total
ability to perform professionally."
Neal B. Dowling, 918 W. Malibu Drive
(P.O. Box 2E), Tempe, AZ 85282 ,
writes: " Have moved to Phoenix area
and opened a manufactu rer's rep firm,
Dowling Technical Group (electronic
components) covering Arizona. New
Mexico and EI Paso, Texas. ,Wne Betty :
also involved in the firm. Planning to be
at '86 Homecoming for 35th year reunion ."

Mario J. Fracchia sends a new address.
It is 527 Goldwood Drive, Ballwin , MO
630 II.
G. S. Morefield is employed by United
Technologies. His mailing address is
29 14 Barcody Road, Huntsville, AL
35801.
John B. Nolan, 66 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703 writes: " Retired from Illinois Department of Transportation on
Dec. 3 I, 1983 after 31 Y2 years with the
Bureau of Bridges· (last position was
Engineer of Inventory and Rating).
Now working part-time as a senior
structural engineer for MT A Inc. which
prepares road and bridge plans for Illinois Department of Transportation, In·
diana Department of Transportation,
the Illinois Tollway Authority and
counties within Illinois and Indiana."
Eugene Sanders is with Mallinckrodt.
He lives at 28 I 4 Loveland Ave., Erie,
PA 16506.

1952
Francis S. Basler, presidenJ of A-M
Construction Co., receives mail at 7817
Clymer Drive, St. Louis, MO ?3123.
Kenneth L. Cramer died June 21 , 1984,
of cancer after an illness of four months,
according to a note from his wife,
Virginia, 60 Mulberry Lane, Freeport,
IL 61032. At MSM Kenneth had been a
member of AI ME, ASM and the American Foundryman Society. He received
his degree in metallurgical engineering.
A t the time of his retirement in 1981, he
was a technical service representative
for Republic Steel Corp.
Keneth L. DeLap, President of Sieco,
Inc. lives at 47 N 350 W, Columbus, IN
47201.

1953
M. W. Boyd is now marketing managernatural gas-for Shell Oil Company,
Houston. He and Sue live at 2815
Grand Falls, Kingwood, TX 77345.
Gerald J. LaBouff is president and CEO
of Condor Fuels Corp., Houston. He
writes: "Have started a new petroleum
products & feedstock trading company
(March '84). Need business! Any Miner
with a need for trading services please
call 7].3/931-7949." He and Lorraine
live at 11411 Bassdale, Houston, TX
77070.

-

Harry L. Dent sends a new address: 806
Horizon Drive, Murphy, TX 75074.
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Herman Fritschen is now general
manager. env ironmental safety and
health, for Ci ties Service Oi l & Gas
Corp., Tulsa. He and Arleen live at 5249
South 68th E. Place. Tulsa·, OK 74145.
Rufus W. Hamm~n and wife Altra . are
currently receiving mail at P. O. Box
775 , Union City, N:J 07087 .
9'"
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1953 Continued
J. Lloyd Mason is now manager,
distribution, for Monsanto Co., St.
Louis. He and Betty live at 15369
Thistlebriar Court, Chesterfield, MO
63017.

1954
James W. Argo, '54 and '66, has been
reported deceased b his wife, Kathleen.
At MSM James was a member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, ASCE, Canterbury Club,
the Interfaith Council (treasurer) and
served as president of the American
Road Builders Association student
chapter. He received his B.S. degree in
civil engineering and earned his masters
degree in the same field while he was an
officer with the UMR ROTC program.
He served in the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for a number of years and
after retirement from the service, joined
a consulting engineering firm in Florida.
Frank B. Cond, county superintendent
of highways for Hardin and Pope Coun·
ties, Ill. , writes: "Have daughter and
son-in-law attending UMR currently.
Looking forward to retirement in five
years." Frank's address remains P.O.
Box M, Goloonda, IL 62938.
Jack and Leonora Dowell have moved
to 4544 Folse Drive, Metairie, LA
70006. Jack is vice president of John H.
Carter Co. , Metairie.
Joe E. Gray is now manager, international products, for Bell Helicopter Textron Inc., Fort Worth. Joe and Ed ith
live at 9216 Amundson Drive, Fort
Worth, TX 76180.
James R. "Bob" Patterson, '54, '68,
president of Show-Me Inc. , is still on the
board of MSM-UMR Alumni Association. His address is P.O. Box 573,
Sikeston, MO 6380 I.

1955

1956

Ted J. Jennings, '57, '71, writes:
"Earlier
this year I was transferred back
Robert G. Bening is now regional vice Charles R. Altheide writes: " My son
president with Metcalf & Eddy, a sub- Richard W. graduated in May , 1984. to the Carbondale District as district
sidiary of Research-Cottrell , 1177 W. from UMR. He is employed in the com- engineer from the Illinois Department of
Transpoortation's central offices in
Loop St. , Houston , TX 77027 .
puter department at Rolla." Charles and
Springfield. where I held the position of
Anita curren tly live at 6 Fair Oaks,
bureau chief of statewide program planJames L. Elswick, '55, '62, is now diviHannibal. MO 6340 I, and he is plant
ning. I began employment with the
sion staff manager/district services for manager for Continen tal Cement Co.
department in the Carbondale District
Southwestern Bell. Jim's add ress remains I Layton Terrace, St. Louis, MO Dennis J. Gooding writes: "I ha~e in 1964 and worked there for about 18
63124.
recently established a consulting prac- ye?rs before assignment to Springfield.
My relatively short stay in Springfield
Dale D. Gilliam is regional production tice speciali zing in communication
was a very rewarding and excellent exsystems
and
digital
signal
processing
manager for Amoco Production Comperience but I'm happy to be back home
pany, Denver. He and Joni have moved systems. I would like to hear from
in
Southern Illinois. Our children have
to 5385 Autumn Drive, Englewood, CO classmates of electrical engineering class
all grown up. Ted Jr., also a civil
lives
at
6
Joseph
Reed
of
1956."
Dennis
80111.
engineer. is with the U.S. Army in GerLane, Acton, MA 01720.
many as an engineer officer in the 237th
Martin Prager, P.E., president of BPR
Grouting & Engineering Inc. , spoke at Raymond H. Tauser writes: "Started engineer battalion. Mike, our youngest
the American Society of Civil business as a manufacturers represen- son, graduated from Auburn University
Engineers' 1984 spring convention, tatives in May, 1983 , specializing in this year, and will enter the Navy's
"GeoTech '84". He presented a paper PVC and PE plastic pipe for the flight training program at Pensacola,
explaining repair techniques for slab municipal and rural water and sewer Fla., in September. Donna , our third
foundations. BPR, with corporate head- markets. Also have a son , Joe, enrolled and last child, is a freshman in college,
quarters in Dallas, also has offices in at UMR who will be a junior this year in majoring in public relations. Mary and
Austin and N!!w Orleans. Martin's ad- the electrical engineering department. " I, after celebrating our 28th wedding an dress is P.O. Box 590 II , Dallas, TX Ray's address remains 2311 Blue Hill niversary this week , look forward to the
coming years, hopeful of having more
Road , Chesterfield, MO 63017.
75229.
time for each other and perhaps renewHerman A. Ray, 511 Lawrence Ave.,
ing some old acquaintances." The JennBoise, ID 83709, writes: "Retired on
ings live at 7 Nightingale Court, CarterJan. 4; after more than 38 years federal
ville, IL 62918.
1957
service with the U. S. Geological
Survey, Water Resources Division. I
Patrick S. Couch, '57, '64, reports his
received the Interior Dermtment Meritorious retirement from the California Depart- William D. Nelson, is a senior construction specialist with INA Loss Control
Service Award in 1984. I am presently a
ment of Parks & Recreation after 20 Services Inc. His address is 1509 Souih
self-employed consultant in arid-land
years service that included terms with Oakland Street. Aurora, CO 80012.
hydrology and spent May and June on a
the Department of Water Resources and
water resources study in southwestern
Caltrans. He warns graduating The death of Wilford G. Venable on
Saudi Arabia while employed by Dames
engineers not to go to work for the state Sept. 26 , 1984. has been reported by his
& Moore International Geotechnical
of California. He now has his own wife. Nancy. Wilford received his degree
Consultants headquartered in Los
business in wholesale supply and in civil engineering from MSM. He had
Angeles. Beginning Nov. I, I have acmarketing of a wide range of household bee n a senior stress engineer for Emercepted another middle east assignment
and car care products and assists ~ on Elec tric in St. Louis.
with the same company for several
associates in establishing their own plans
months in the Sultanate of Oman. I will
for financial independence. His address Charles A. Wentz Jr., '57, '59, '83 is
be stationed at Muscat, Oman , and
is 4838 G Sunset Terrace, Fair Oaks, wi th Wentz Hea lth Care. He and Joan
welcome all Miners passing through to
reside at 10 15 College Road, Lebanon.
CA 95628 .
attend a camel race, observe sw ift
IL 622 54.
wri
tes:
"
I
returned
to
my
Gary
W.
Davis
Islamic justice in action , or perhaps cast
stones at Iranians just across the Gulf of old job as head- telemetry/test engi neering division - in September 1984."
Oman."
Gary is with the Naval Weapons
Cen ter. China Lake, Ca lif. He and Ida
li ve at 547 Kevin Cou rt , Ridgecrest. CA
93555 .

1958

John R. Emery s.ends an address update:
Alem 466 , Piso 6. Buenos Aire 1003.
Argen tina. He is with the Buenos Aires
Di vision of Halliburton .
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Clintford R. Jones is now principal
engineer for C. F. Braun, (Santa Fe International Corp .), Alhambra, Ca lif. His
home address is 20262 Ravenwood
Lane, Huntington Beach. CA 92646 .

Gilbert F. Metz Jr. reports that he is
sti ll in the "Sunshine State" but expects
to be relocated soon in some new George D. Tomazi has been promoted
endeavor. Gil's "mom", Sarah C. Metz to director. design and construction. at
(w idow of the late Gilbert F. Metz '14), Malliilckrodt. He is also listed in "Who's
died at home last June 15th after suffer- Who in the World" and " Intellectuals of
ing from a broken hip in March '83. She the World." George lives at 12723
was 87 years of age and was a native of Stoneridge Dri ve . Florissant . MO
Hannibal. Mo. Gil says that he would 63033.
appreciate hearing from any of his
classmates who are striving in far-flung Richard K. Vitek sends a new address:
places. His home address is 816 Cypress 165 55 Woods Edge Cou rt , Brookfield,
WI 53005.
Road , Vero Beach, FL 32963.
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1959

1963

.James H. Hahn is vice president, R &
D, for Interface Technology Inc., St.
Louis. He and Mary recently moved t9
1225 Danvers, St. Louis. MO 63 146.

Michael W. Bowman has moved to
1622 Chapelwood Lane, Richmond, TX
77469.

James E. Pugh is now principal engineer
for Boeing. Seattle, Wash. He current ly
resides at 26715 40th Ave. S, Kent . WA
98032.
Joseph F. Reichert, 7312 Charlotte.
Kansas City . MO 64 131. writes:
"Cataract removal and lens implant
surgery in left eye on Oct. 9. Had same
procedure on right eye Aug. '83 and it
was successful. I am still with the city of
K.C. . Mo. as superintendent of streets.
Have been with the city for 17 years.
Mary and I have five children-two
gi rls and three boys. Most of our spa re
time is spent in sports. scouting or
church related activities. With the girls.
a sen ior and a sophomore, and the boys.
in 7th. 5th and kindergarten. one can
easily see how we get spread thin at
times'"

Max Close is now vice president,
manufacturing, for AccuRay Corp. ,
Columbus, Ohio. Max, Elaine and two
sons returned to Columbus last July
after three years in Dundalk, Ireland.
Max started up a manufacturing subsidiary for AccuRay and served as
managing director. He has now assumed
responsibility for worldwide manufacturing. The Close family makes their
home at 6262 Bellmeadow Drive, Columbus, OH 43229.
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1961

Louis J. Chiodini Jr., '61, '82, writes:
"Son Tony attends Rolla and is a junior
in electrical engineering; son Andy's at
University of Missouri-Columbia. Continue to participate as active member of
Army Reserve Engineer Unit in St.
Loui~." Louis is chief, emergency
1960
management branch of the U.S. Army
John C. Anderson is a regional engineer Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District.
for Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association. His address is 709 South First St.. John L. Hodges is now vice president
Indianola, IA 50125.
and manufacturing manger of OwensIllinois Inc., Toledo, Ohio. He and Ellen
Mark M. Chen, '60, '66, writes: "Own a live at 3999 School Road, Temperance,
fast food restaurant in Long Beach and . MI48182.
jointIY,_a consulting/construction firm at
Cit y of Commerce doing government
contracts." He lives at 11309 East
Agnes Street. Cerritos. C A 9070 I.
1962
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Curtis W. Dodd, '63, '64, is now principal engineer for Universal Data
Systems, Huntsville, Ala. He and Sandra live at 2803 Bentley Drive, Huntsville, AL 3580 I.
Narendta M. Naiknimbalkar is a staff
engineer for Rockwell International. He
and Magdalena live at 302 Torbett,
Suite No. 160, Richland, WA 99352.
They write: "We visited Victoria and
Vancouver, B.C. during the Pope's visit
to Canada. Attended one of his lectures.
It was a memorable experience!"
William R. Sutton, '63, '74, is a project
manager for Lock and Dam 26 (replacement) for the Corps of Engineers. His
address is 5224 Amberglow , St. Louis,
M063129 .

Herbert R. Alcorn, '62, '64, moved in
September
to 11625 Wood Bluff Loop.
Don J . Gunther is now vice presid"ent
Richmond,
VA 23236.
a nd general ma nager of Bech tel
Petroleum, San Francisco di vision. He
and Mosey make' their home at 40 Richard T. Breitenfeld is a regional sales
manager for Bank Building Corp. in St.
Orange Court, Hillsborough , CA 940 IO.
Louis. His address is 101 16 Stonell
Kenneth D. .lobe, '60, '66 writes: " I am Drive. St. Louis. MO 63123 .
.
'
.
. Russell E: Campbell IS currentl y s~ nlor
staff engineer, Lake Operations and
De ve lopm e nt , fo r Kerr -McG ee
Chemical Corp., P.O. Box 367, Trona,
C A 93562.
Hiroshi Hawegawa, '62, '66, '72, 5026
Maryanna Way. Ft. Worth , TX 7611 8
.lung K. Mok has been promoted to vice reports: "We had the first baby girl
president with Ralph M. Parsons Co .. named Mayumi last August, 1983.
Mining & Metals Division , 100 W. Have been busy with her." Hiroshi is
Walnut St., Pasadena. CA 911 24.
with Tand y Corp.

William J. Daniels is employed by Shell.
His mailing address is 5019 Red Lodge
Drive, Houston, TX 77084.
John Hudelson and wife Hanni live at
18106 Widcombe Drive, Houston , TX
77084. John is self employed.

1965
Hilton Bicknell writes: "In June of 1983
I retired from engineering at Ft. Drum.
Now I write for the 'New York Fish
Finder' magazine and guide Lake Ontario for salmon, trout and ducks. I can
still be reached at (315) 782-6684."
Hilton and Mattie are at home at 623
Holcomb St., Watertown, NY 13601.
Michael D. Castleberry has moved to
14 Ardon Lane, Casper, WY 82609.
Winston W. Chen has a new mailing address. It is 207 I 5 Acadia Court, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Terry W. Fender is now working for the
Bussman Division of McGraw Edison
Co. He lives at 3106 Glenview, Carrollton, TX 75007.
David E. Henard sends a new address:
2129 Ironwood Lane, Charleston, IL
61920,
Thomas H. Hrastich is a general
engineer for the U. S. Army , Rock
Island , Ill. He and Maril yn live at 111 5
15th St. , Moline, IL 61265.
David W. Magurk, a school district
engineer with the city school district of
Oswego, sends a new business address:
224 West Utica Street, Oswego, NY
13126. His home address is still Route 3,
128 Edwards Circle, Oswego, NY
13126.

now the lead engineer. Freuhling and
Robertson Inc., Consulting Engineers,
Norfolk, Va. I am also membership
chairman, Virginia Society of Professional Engineers." Kenneth and Doris
have moved to 4108 Wales Drive, Apt.
20 I, Virginia Beach, VA 23452.

Gary E. Boyer recently transfered to the
home office of Homestake Mining Co.,
650 California St. , San Francisco, CA
94108 as an operations adviser.

Thomas F. Penning writes: "Promoted
from district sales manager in St. Louis
to regional sales manager, southern
region. Will reside in Wisconsin and
work out of Allen-Bradley Co. headquarters in Milwaukee." He and Judith
have moved to 248 Fieldstone Road,
Delafield. WI 530 18.

Donald G. Peters, '64, '74, (Lt. Col. , U.
S. Army) sends a new address: 4676 Parrish Road, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD 2 1010, and writes: "Still working in
branch immaterial assignment as an inMichael L. Woldman has started the spector general for the test and evaluaconsulting engineering firm of En- tion command. I primarily do investigavironmental Engineering and Opera- tions into allegations of fraud, waste,
tions in West Chester, Pa. to serve in- and abuse and also assist military and
dustries and municipalities. Michael civilian personnel in resolving comlives at 815 Oakbourne Road, West plaints. I hope to get back to a US Army
Chester. PA 19382. His phone is (215) Corps of Engineers assignment
sometime in 1985 or 1986."
692-3898.

1964

Walt Mulyca is now department
metallurgist for Alcoa, Massena, N. Y.
He and Anne live at 54 Westwood
Dri ve, Massena, NY 13662.
Gregory A. O'Neill Jr. and wife
Carolyn have moved to 9216 Sea Wind
Place, Fl. ~a y ne , IN 46804.
Robert H. SChlutow, '65, '68, No. 3
Hunters Hill Court, Chesterfield, MO
63017 , is the division manager- materials management-for Southwestern
Bell. He writes: "Responsible for the
distribution of material to Southwestern
Bell employees. Responsibilities include
inbou nd/ou tbound transportation ,
warehousing, stock maintenance, repair,
reuse and disposition functions ."

Id,
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Dennis R. Turner, '65, '66, is now a
principal engineer and assistant manager
for the pipeline department of Lummus
Crest Inc. His address remains 7343
South 74th East Ave. , Tulsa, OK
74133.

1967
c. W. "Rusty"

Field is president of J J
& J Oil & Marine, marketing asphalt,
fuel oils and marine equipment into
Central America. He and Josie have
three boys and one girl, and live at 2411
Lexford , Houston, TX n080.

Thomas J. Woodall, '65, '66, retired
from the Corps of Engineers to work as
general manager for Morrison-Knudsen
Services Inc. in Boise. His new address is
P.O. Box 7808, Boise, lD 83729.

Gary L. Fouts writes: "Being responsible
for the construction of the Wolf Creek
Generating Station, Burlington, Kans. ,
has been a very interesting and challenging experience for me. It is the largest
construction project in Kansas and by
far the most complex. After spending
the last 17 ~ years in the construction of
nuclear generating facilities, I see the
end is near. I'm sure when Wolf Creek is
1966
compared in cost and schedule, it will be
John V. Andesilich, 206 W. Lindell, W . one of the outstanding, if not the
Frankfort, IL 62896, writes: "Entered outstanding unit of the 80's for a first
full time evangelisitic ministry with my unit at a site." His address remains 6617
wife Cindy, leading worship services in West 164th Terrace, Stilwell, KS 66085.
various churches and conducting teaching seminars related to building or rebuilding homes. We are involved Gary L. Gains, '67, '70, '71, and
primarily with family ministry-mar- associate with Trotter Associates, conriage counseling, domestic violence" and sulting engineers, recently had an article
parent-<:hild relationships_ The ministry published in Consulting Engineer
has facilities to provide temporary magazine entitled "W~iting :Tips , for,
shelter for women and children who are Engineers". His new .addres~ \s.R,Qute .5,
itf'_ .
Qexter, M063841.
victims of domestic ·violence."
.. 'I:

Gary R. Bolen, vice president of BoleR
Contracting Corp. has moved to 553
Golfwood, Ballwin, MO 630 I I .
Bing-Wen Jong, '66, '72, sends a new
address: 745 N. W. Deer Place, Corvallis, OR 97330.
Glenn A. Lytle has been named director
of engineering at Triplett Corp . in Bluffton , Ohio. Glenn is li ving at 160
Hillcrest Drive, Bluffton, OH 45817.
Anselm and Sharon Siao send us a new
address. It is 1059 Cross Springs Court,
San Jose, CA 95120. Anselm is a
.systems programmer with IBM .

, ;

. .' ,;!

Warren Richard Stanton writes: "Promoted on August 19 to the position of
area engineer with the Kansas Department of Transportation in Anthony _ 1
am in charge of construction and
maintenance of the state road system for
counties in Area 5 of District 5. Prior to
promotion, I was the construction
engineer for the Kansas Department of
Transportation for Area 6 in Wichita.
My wife, Yvonne, 'and 1, and our two
children, Van, 12, and Regina, S, live at
731 North L & G , Anthony, KS 67003.
Bryan A. Stirrat writes: "On October I;
I started Bryan A. Stirrat and Associates
ConSUlting Civil Engineers. I have 26
employees and w~ provide a full service
including ' deSign, surveying and construction management." Bryan and'
Jean~e live .at 16101 High Tor Drive,
Haci~nda Heights, CA 91 : 54. -

I

Yavuz M. Guveni.)'" '67, !68, w~i.tes:
"My wife; . Chere ~ and I moved . to San
Diego, Calif. in April. 1 am working 'fot
Nielsen Construction Co. as a project
manager. Company's annual construction and construction management
volume is $225 million. Chere is working for a local den tal office as a dental
assistant and office manager. We love
San Diego and enjoy the weather, the
beaches and the city ." Their address is
7632 A Sturgess Ave., La Mesa , CA
92041.

-/1...,"'1.

'

1968
Bryant S. Brown is an assistant district
engineer with the Idaho Division of
Highways and lives at 4821 Comanche,
Pocatello, lD 83204. He writes: "Oldest
daughter Cheryl started Westminister
College in Salt Lake City this faiL "
Joe Goedde writes: "I was married on
Oct. 20 for the first (and only) time. My
wife is the former Sue Bower of California , Mo. Sue and I live at 4803 Sharon
Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65101, and
invite former classmates and Phi Kaps
to drop by if they are in town."
Richard R. Janis has moved to 6481
Westway, St. Louis, MO 63109 .

Richard A. Woodfield writes: "I joined
Empire Abrasive Equipment Corp. as
president and CEO in June of this year.
Empire is the largest supplier of abrasive
blast finishing equipment for contractor
and in,dustrial applications in the USA.
Empire celebrated its 25th anniversary
in September, 1984." Richard and
Karen receive mail at P. O. Box 154 Ash
Road, Holic;:ong, P A 18928.
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Edwin C. Kettenbrink Jr. sends a new
address: 2310 Gathright Drive , Abilene,
TX 79606.

J

Raymond J. Walts, Summer Star Route,
Box 26, Broken Bow, NE 68822 , is an
area engineer for the Soil Conservation
Service.

Shu C. Yung is a staff engineer for
Rockwell Hanford Operations. He and
Shu-Shih live at 2133 Cascade Court,
Richland, W A 99352:

Larry' Fritschel is now program
manager-technology transfer-for
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. in
Akron , Ohio. He and Karen reside at
3956 Redwing Circle, Stow , OH 44224.
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1969
Stephen J. Bednar is an attorney . He
lives at 2819 Wilderness Court , Wichita,
KS 67226. A report has been received of the death
on Oct. 9 of Larry Jay Cole, head of the
environmental health division of the
Kansas City Health Department. At
UMR Larry was a member of Campus
Club, Shamrock Club, Independents,
IEEE and ASCE. He received his B.S.
degree in civil' engineering. He' had been
with the Kansas City Health Department for 15 years. He is survived by 'his
wife, Vicki, 110 N .E. 40th Terrace,
Kansas City, MO, and two son.s, Chad
and Adam, both at home.
Paul Cretin has moved to 200 Fox
Creek, Rolla, MO 6540 I.
Roger Dewey, '69, '71, moved in July to
11942 W. 60th Place, Arvada, CO
80004.
Walter and , Barbara Dietrich have
moved to 123 Hickory Lane, Medford,
NJ 08055 . ,.)Valter is chief branch
engineer (or the Defense Industrial Su~
ply Center (USAF) in Philadelphia, Pa.
Ron Engelbrecht writes: "Barbara and I
~owhave our third daughter jackquelyn, joining Jennifer and Juiia. I was
recently promoted to department ma~
ager of the product technology development department - at NCR , Wichita,
Kan . where I have been employed for
11 years." Ron and Barbara are at home
at Route I, Box 158, Augusta, KS
67010.
Robert W. Griscom, '69, '74, is an
engineering supervisor with Combustion Engineering in Hematite, Mo. His
address is Route I, Box 435 A, Festus,
MO 63028.
David W. Lovell, '69, '70, is employed
by General Foods Corp. , Chicago, III.,
in their central engineering department.
Michael O. Noggle, '69, '71, is a project
manager for McClelland Engineers Inc ..
6100 Hillcroft, Houston, TX ·n081.

Herbert D. Leigh III sends a new mailing address: Department Ceramic . Lester C. Roth writes: "I am doing amEngineering, Olin Hall , Clemson munition and material requirement
studies for the army force of 1990."
University, Clemson, SC 29631 .
Lester lives at 8482 Summer Breeze
Joseph J. Long, '68, '70, is now district Lane, Springfield: V A 22153 . He works
staff manager, purchasing administra-' for the U.S. Army Concepts Analysis
tion, Southwestern Bell. He resides at Agency in Bethesda, Md.
5644 Greenton Way, St. Louis, MO
Lonnie and Nancy Schmidt send us a
63128.
new addre~s. It is '11882 Shallow brook
James A. Young, '68, '73, is a civil Drive, Creve Coeur, MO 63146. Lonnie
engineer with the Corps of Engineers, is senior section manager of CAD/C,'\M
and lives at Route 8, Box 240B, systems for McDonnell-Douglas Automation Co. in St. Louis.
Vicksburg, MS 39180.

-AI,umn; 'ersono'Si_;.....-..:.-_ _ _ _ _ _~~_~~_
1969 Continued
F. Clifton Steed-"C1iP'-sends his
new address: clo Aramco, p, 0, Box
9090. Dhahran. Saudi Arabia,
James F. Watkins Jr .• '69, '72, is the
district rna nager-installation/maintenance for Southwestern Bell in Salina,
Kan, His address remains 863 Fairdale
Road . Salina, KS 6740 I,

__::_~------~:__-------

Robert W. Hillis with Greenhead Co,
His mailing address is Rt. I, Whitting~on. IL 62897.
Raymond J. Jansen is a senior structural
designer with the bridge office of the
Missouri Highway and Transportation
Department in Jefferson City, His home
address is 4405 Merry Lane_ Jefferson
City , MO 65101.
Paul E. Jensen, general superin tendent
of utilities for the city of Macon, Mo"
has moved to 919 Ridgeway , Macon,
MO 63552 ,

1970

William E. Keohane sends a new address: 39 Windshire Drive. South Windsor, CT 06074,

Frank and Elsa Cook send us their new
address, It is 330 N, Brentwood,
Michael W. Long ,started the M, Long
Clayton. MO 63105, Frank is informaConstruction Co, in 1983 which
tion systems staff member for AT&T in
specializes in highway and waste treatBallwin. Mo,
ment structures, His address is Box 534,
Brookline, MO 65629,
Danny Lee Crain, an engineer for K,D,
Crain & Sons Inc,. has moved to Route
Tony Marchiando is employed as a
I. Box 78 , JQhnston City , IL 62951,
senior project engineer for Murphy <::;0"
Si. Louis, He and Diane make their
Randy Dietrich is supervisor, power
home at 4360 Contessi Manor" St.
coordination, for the Salt River Project, Louis, MO p31.28, ' and , write to anPhoenix: Ariz, His new home address is nounce the ' birth , of tneir 'thin:!
901 S, Dobson, No, 1074, Mesa. AZ
child-and third daughter-:-Lori, in
85202 _
Aug, '84"
William A. Eaton sends -a' new 'address,
It is
5331 RFD. Long Grove, IJ.60047,

Box

James A. Ford writes: "In April I joined
Hydrocon International Inc, as executive vice president and chief
operating officer. Company provides
products and services in the water conservation and water treatment industries," He and Jeanette live at 237
Shady Hill Drive, Richardson , TX
75080,
John Edwin Hollingsworth, Big Bend
National Park , died Oct. 20, 1984: as
the result of a U,S, Customs Service
helicopter crash at Fort Stockton,
Texas, He was a U,S, Customs intelligence officer. John received a B.A,
degree in history from UMR, He spent
seven years in the National Park Service
as a park service technician and park
ranger. He joined the U,S, Customs,Service in 1978 as a customs patrol officer
and received his rating as an intelligence
officer in September. He is survived by
his moth er. Mrs, Hershel Holl ingswo rth . Anutl, Mo, a nd two
brothers,

T. A. Seld,en sends a -new address: 3752
Leewood Road, Stow, OH 44224,
James E. Shepard, a pilot for American
Airlines, writes: "f\lso fly F4's with the
Arkansas Air National Guard, Have
three sons, Matt, Thad, and WilL" His
address is 3311 So, 96th St., Ft. Smith,
AR 72903 ,

Stephen L. Drawe is project manager
for Fruin-Colnon Corp" Ballwin, Mo,
He and Cheri recently moved to 822
Eaglebrooke Drive, Ballwin, MO 630 II,

John A. Ektermanis sends a new address: 179 Walker St., Lenox, MA
01240,

Forrest A. "Younker is now director of
u'ndergri:>lihd" operafions -for Peabody William R. Engelhardt started William
Coal Co,-Eastern Division, Henderson, R, EngeJbardt Associates, a civil,
'Ky, He writes: "Received a new position engineering consulting firm, in January,
James R. Mw-ris, '70, '72, sends a new and will be moving family to Madison- 1984, His business and home address is
- address: 408 Rosedale Ave" London , ville, Ky, :' in near future.',) The family 1550 Skyview Drive, Chaska, MN
KY 40741.
now lives at -Route 2, . Harrisburg, lL 55318.
'
62946,
V. Darryl Orr, '70, '71, an associate
, Archibald M. Gallup, '71, '83, (sta' with Trotter Associates in Dext~r,' Mo"
tioned at Ft. Drum, N,y') writes: "I arlives at Route 3, Box 165 , Dexter, MO
rived in the north country this July com63841. .
ing from Ft. Wood. I will be commanding the 76th Engineering Battalion
Joseph c: Reynolds, '70, '72, 142 N,
(Heavy) next JUly, Meanwhile I am
Twin Lakes Road, Cocoa, FL 32926, 1971
,responsible for the operation and
writes: "Currently building facilities for
maintenance of the post to include connew Trident Missile Development Kenneth B. Arnold is a program struction of facilities and operation of
for
Titan
Systems
Inc"
Vienna,
manager
Flight Test Program for the navy at
the utilities systems, May have a light
Cape CanaveraL I am a registered P,E, Va, He and wife Barbara (UMKC Den- division stationed here which would
tal School, '70) live at 9611 Center St.,
in Florida,"
mean constructing about a billion
Vienna, VA 22180,
dollars worth of facilities, We are in the
Guy M. Robinson is now general
process of trying to determine construcmanager-pia nn ing , tra nsporta ti<?n , William H. Bartley works with Hart- tion requirements, priorities, coornatural gas and gas products-for Conoco ford Steam Boiler Inspection and In- dinating with long-range master plan,
Inc,. Houston, His new home address is surance Co, He lives at 72 Tremont St., producing FIS etc, I am managing to
16010 Algrave Lane, Spring, TX 77379, Newington , CT 06111 ,
stay busy reacting to short fuse requirements and entertaining high level
Barry R. Romine, now a home builder Piroo~ Binesh is now an engineer for visitors offering advice, I'll let you know
for JS&L Rea'Ity Inc "~ Lake St. Louis, General Electric' Co" . San Jose, Calif. how the skiing is later in the year!" Lt.
resides at 747 Dougherty Place , Pirooz lives at 1429 Lloyd Way, Mt. CoL Gallup now lives at 8000 B General
View. CA 94040,
Kirkwood, MO 63122,
Grant Drive, Black River, NY 13612,
Michael J. Rooney is employed by
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line, Kansas
City, Mo, He and Ruth Ann have
moved recently to Route 5, Box 95C2,
Liberty , MO 64068,

Larry S. Horn, '70, '81, LCDR, U, S,
Navy, is presently acting as executive
officer of Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion 133. homeported in Gulfport, ' Walter S. Schamel recently moved to
M iss, His home address is 712 Dogwood 613 Palo Verde Court, Oklahoma City ,
OK 73099,
Drive. Long Beach. MS 39560,

Stephen M. Bliss moved in July to 579
Sumner Road, Carlisle, PA 17013.
Thomas R. Doutt has been promoted to
staff supervisor-facilities engineering
support with GTE-Midwestern
Telephone Operations' in Westfield, lnd,
Tom and Pamela have moved to 941
Elmwood Circle, Noblesville, IN 46060,

Fred L. Gatewood writes: "Charlotte,
the kids and I moved to Kemmerer,
Wyo, this past summer. , I was transferred here with the Pittsburg and Midway Coal Mining Co, a~ manager of
engineering," The Gatewood's new address is p, 0, Box 194, Frontier, WY
83121.
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Dal'id Schaefer is now a manager for
Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo. He
Word has
received of the death of and Phyliss live at 1750 Parkway Acres
Carl Eugene IntJag in August, 1983. At Court, Maryland Heights, MO 63043.
UMR Carl was a member of Delta
Sigma Phi, IEEE and Eta Kappa Nu. Larry J. Schall is now director of civil
He received his B.S. degree in electrical engineering services for Tuttle, Ayers,
engineering and an M.S. degree in Woodward, Kansas City, Mo. He and
engineering management in 1973 from Teri have moved to 13304 W. 78th
UMR. He began his career with Place, Lenexa, KS 66216.
Southwestern Bell, moved to Carrier
Corp. as a sales engineer and at the time Mary Childs Singaus has moved to
of his death, was district manager for 1105 26th St., Santa Monica, CA
United Technologies in Richardson, 90403.
Texas.
Robert J. Tikwart, '71, '73 writes: "I've
Jerry G. Keen is now engineering finished a term as president of the
manager for Maynard Oil Co., Dallas. Schaumburg Jaycees and have been ap·
He and Shirley recently moved to 521 pointed to the Zoning Board of Appeals
Wentworth Drive, Richardson, TX of the Village of Schaumburg. Previously I had served terms on the Olde
75081.
Schaumburg Centre Commission and
Rong-Heng Kuo is an assistant professor on the Plans Commission . I have ac·
at Florida International University, cepted the chairmanship of the Schaum·
Miami, Fla. He and Mei·Sheng reside at burg United Party, a non-partisan
6005 NE 2nd Ave. , Lot 9, Miami, FL political organization in our village of
60,000 people. If you're near Chicago's
33137.
northwest suburbs, stop and say hello:
929 Royal Court, Schaumburg, IL
Robert P. Mohalley is employed by 60193, (312-980·1095).
AT&T in Stanford, Calif., where he is
the manager-Sloan program. He and Norm and Janet Trentmann are the
Edie make their home at 480 Hale St., proud parents of a girl born May 23,
1984. Her name is Jonay Lynn. The
Palo Alto, CA 9430 I.
family resides at 40 I 2 80th St., Urbandale, IA 50322. Norm is with Iowa
Robert L. Parker is employed as a Power (Iowa Resources).
supervisor, capital recovery, by GTE,
Marion, Ohio. He resides at 1194 Arbor Robert L. Ward, '71, '74, is an instructor at Kansas State University, ManhatLane, Marion, OH 43302.
ten, Ks. , and is also working on his doctorate.
His home address is 1215
Jan Michael Pottinger is now senior
Ratone,
Manhatten,
KS 66502.
engineer for Admiral Home Appliances,
Galesburg, III. He and Linda recently
moved to 392 Isle Royale Road, 1972
Galesburg, IL 6140 I.
Arthur H. Bell informs us that he is still
alive and well. Arthur and Linda live at
James F. Raithel, project coordinator 794 Picket Way, Cincinnati, OH 45245.
for Texaco Inc., Port Arthur, Texas, He is senior tech marketing represenlives at 3142 Matterhorn, Port Neches, tative for Exxon Chemical Americas in
TX 77651.
Lake Zurich, III.

been

\
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Robert T. Berry is now director, project Richard R. Kuenzer currently lives at
development for Burns & McDonnell 21 12 Tree House, Plano, TX 75023.
Engineering Company, Kansas City , Dick is now director of hardware
Mo. He and June live at 8205 Harris engineering for VMX Inc. , a telecom·
Raytown , MO 64138. Bob is also chair: munications company in voice store·
man of the MSPE Task Force on the and-forward systems.
Role of Engineers in Missouri 's
Developing High-Tech and Industrial Richard J. Laschober writes: "My wife,
Economy.
Rita, and I have two. girls, seven and
four. In 1981 I cofounded the firm of
Alan W. Carson, 3721 Chapel Drive, Johnson , Laschober & Associates,
Lee's Summit, MO 64063 , writes: ''I'm P.E .-a civil/structura l consulting
now working as a senior engineer in the engineering firm . In its fourth year, the
facilities engineering department of firm has experienced steady growth .
Remington Arms Company at the Lake Our immediate goal is to become multiCity Army Ammunition Plant in . In· disciplined in the area of electrical and
dependence, Mo. My wife Nancy is mechanical engineering. I have recently
working for Blue Springs School District been elected President Elect of the
as an elementary learning disabilities South Carolina section of the American
teacher at William Yates Elementary Society of Civil Engineers for 1985.:'
School."
Richard's mailing address is P.O. Box
2103, Augusta, GA 30903.
Michael L. Crow is an area engineer for
the Kansas Department of Transporta- . Carl E. Lindstrom is a hydraulics
tion, Oakley, Ks. He and Martha live at engineer with the Arkansas Highway
428 Hudson, Oakley, KS 67748.
Department. His address is 14014
Ridgewood Drive, Little Rock, AR
Robert W. Curry sends a new address 72211.
and telephone number: 8950 Summit,
Lenexa, KS 66215; (913) 888-1624.
Howard F. McCormack Jr., '72, '73, a
supervisory hydrologist with the US
Gary Edwards writes: "I am now Geological Survey, sends the following
employed by Murphy Co. as a design address: P.O. Box 6377. Yuma. AZ
engineer and have a new baby girl , 85364.
named Kimberly Ellen." Gary and family live at 1216 Forest Trail. Fenton, MO
63026.
Richard Gloff was recently named
monitoring coordinator for Mid·
America Interpool Network (MAIN) ,
one of the nine regional electric reliability councils in North America. MAIN is
composed of 14 utilities in Missouri , Il·
linois, Wisconsin and upper Michigan.
Rich's home address is 270 W. Grantley,
Elmhurst, IL 60126.

Charles T. Myers III has moved from

Virginia to 3907 Buckskin Trail East,
Jacksonville, FL 32211.
Rodger P. Oetzel is now manager. range
and tactical systems. for The BDM
Corp., Albuquerque. He and Jeanette
live at 910 Lamp Post Circle S. E.. Albu·
querque, NM 87123.

Dale M. Pitt is now a lead engineer for
R. Heseman is supervisor- gas McDonnell Aircraft Co. He and Jan
facilities planning- for lIIinois Power send a new address: 8507 Maylor Drive,
Company, Decatur, Ill. He and Monica St. Louis, MO 63123.
live at 600 Fawn Court, Mt. Zion, IL
62549.
Lon C. Spencer is now president of
Design Drafting Inc. He lives at 1603
Dale L. Houdeshell is the director of
North Ann Arbor, Oklahoma City, OK
public works/city engineer for the city of
73127.
Crestwood. His home address is 11681
Eddie & Park Road, St. Louis, MO
A. L. "Larry" , Summers is now
63126.
marketing manager for United Tele
Don Lee lilian (now using the name Spectrum, Kansas City. Mo. He and
Don lilian Lee) is a structural engineer Linda have moved to 10037 Farley
at the Naval Facilities Engineering La~e. Overland Park. KS 66212.
Command in San Bruno, Calif. His current address is 735 2nd Avenue, San John Tenfelder is now financial consultant for Arthur D. Little Valuations
Bruno, CA 94066 .
Inc., Woodland Hills. Calif. John and
Charles M. (Mike) Jones was re<;ently Suzanne reside at 11841. Highwater
named vice president of engineering for Road. Granada Hills. CA 91344.
ERIC Engineering Inc. , an energy
'management firm in Birmingham, Ala. Stephen Thies. wife Gloria. and children
Mike, Linda and their three children Bradley. 9. and Krista. 6. have recently
have moved into a new home at 3529 moved to a new address. It is 3628 Lake
William & Mary Road, Birmingham, Shore Drive. Hope Mills. NC 28348.
Steve is employed at Purolator Inc. as
AL 35216.
vice president of manufacturing.
C.
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Stel'en M. Skasick has joined the civil
engineering group of Engineering
Stel'en D. Bryant is a product group Design and Management (EDM) Inc.,
supervisor with White-Rodgers Divi- St. Louis. Mo .. as a project engineer. He
sion. Emerson Electric. Affton . Mo. and Carol reside at 205 E. High St.,
Steve and Wanda make their home at Freeburg, IL 62243 .
720 Nimbus Court. Fenton. MO 63026.
Mike J. Easterwood is living on Route
I . . Road 580 West. Russiaville. IN
46979. He is currentl y employed by
Delco Electronics.

Kenneth E. Smith resides at No. 10 Old
Jamestown Lane. Florissant , MO
63034. He's professor and chairman of
the engineering department at St. Louis
Comm un ity College at Florissant
Valley.

Ludwig Fischer is current ly employed
by Borg-Warner. He lives at 37 I9
Northhaven Court. Apt. 3-F. Decatur. Richard H. Stokes has moved to 610
Brentwood Court. Winsron-Salem , NC
IL 62526.
27104.
Dal'id W. Kroeter has moved to 2309
Fred Thies sends his new address: 5215
Stonebridge. Jonesboro. A R 7240 I.
SW 48th Ave., Des Moines, IA 50321.

Kenneth W. Werner is stationed at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base !lear
Daytbh; 'Ohio and has' recently < been
promoted tb the rank ·of major. ' He is
curren't!y working at MQ AFLC in
Foreign Military Sales Gbnstr'uction. He
and Julie live at 7258 Claybeck Drive,
,y .
Hiloer Heights, OH 45424. '

1974

K

Tom W. Barkalow is a nuclear engineer
with the T.V .A. , Knoxville, Tenn. Wife
Pat writes: "Tom is now the senior
techn ica l expert on the Brown's Ferry
LA WRENCE G. KRUSE
Nuclear Plant (a GE BWR). He is also
Lawrenct G. Kruse has been promoted the proud father of a new daughter'"
to a vice president of Mu rphy Co .. Tom and Pat make their home at 2228
Mechanica l Contractors and Engineers Sandusky Drive, Knoxvi lle. TN 379 12.
Inc., St. Louis, Mo. He was manager of
con tractua l operations. Larry and Mick Jill (Senne) Giesick writes: "Received
live at 25 Rockwood Forest. Eureka. MPH from Uni versity of No rth
MO 63025.
Carolina in 1981 . Ma rried Robert
Giesick on April 9. 1983. Cu rrently
Keith Lissant is emp loyed as chemica l sen ior public health microbiologist for
data analyst for Sigma Chemical Co. in San Diego County Health Department."
St. Louis. He and Na ncy li ve at 937 Jill current ly lives at 2032 Seagull Lane,
Withnell, St. Louis. MO 63 I 18.
San Diego. CA 92 123.

VI

Paul R. Metzler sends a new add ress:
Ge neral Delivery. Mercury. NV 89023 .
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~obert G., Goliscll Jr., '74, '80, has
moved to 135 S. Chestnut St., Allendale, NJ 07401. He's a civil engineer
'John ' C. N t'gent~' '73',"'1 <1,' now' lives' at with ORBA in Fairfield,. N.J . .
1622 Burke. Ridgecrest. CA 93555 .
Thomas ' E., Hayes is now , a supervisor
J. Scott Patterson Jr. sends a new mail- fo r Bangert Bros. Construction Co. His
ing address. It is 3 Regent CbUTt, new address is 763 Noll Drive. Arnold,
Novato, CA 94947.
MO 63010.

James Rorabaugh is an electronic
engineer for the U. S. Geological
Survey. He writes: "It took a long while.
but I am finally' getting married. Mary
and I will be at 7 I 3 R an~h St.. Bay St.
Louis. MS39520."
!
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Edward P. Hutson Jr., ' 74, '76, is n0W
vice president of Norton & Schmidt
Consu lting Engineers. He writes: "Married Vickie Lynn Hancock on Oct. I,
1983." They live at 14032 Dornoch,
Grandview, MO 64030.

R. D. Kellison is a process specialist for Tom Elm. ~!'fII.IIJ!l!I'"
Dow Chemical Co., Freesport, Texas. Department of
His home address is 212 Wayne Drive, started new job with
Cl ute, TX 77531.
Consulting Engineers in
1983. Kirsten and I were married June
Darryl W. Muck writes: "I am now 1984." Tom works as a senior design
working as a chemical engineer with a engineer with the consulting engineerproduction staff for Arkansas Eastman ing firm. He and Kirsten live at 6959
Co., producing organic intermediates. Colonial Winds Drive, No. 42, SI. Louis,
Enjoy working with the local communi- M063129.
ty theatre, SCCA Amateur Roadracing Patrice (Harman) 'Fisher is now section
as a car builder, driver, and I am designmanager-business applications-for
ing (for myselO a passive solar home."
McDonnell-Douglas Corp. She and
Darryl is at home at 24 11 Goff Drive,
Warren live at 12324 Wensley Road,
Batesville, AR 7250 I.
Florissant, MO 63033.
Michael A. Post writes: "I received
Jesus Christ of Nazareth as my savior in
May 1975 while attending business
(graduate) school at Columbia, Mo. I
presently work in the engineering administration division at McDonnell Aircraft Company." Michael's address is
130 I Carnegie South Drive, St. Peter's
M063376.
Charles L. .Raab, '74, ·'79, is a special
projects engineer, water and . pollution
control department for the city' of Kansas City. His address is 7515 East 52nd
Terrace, Kansas City, MO _64129.
Kel'in Steele writes.: "Sandy and I are
still celebrating the birth of our first
ch ild , Ryan Daniel, on May 4, 1984.
Best wishes tQ.all at UMR1" Kev in, Sandy and Ryan make their home at 1397 1
Berkhansted Court, Orland Park, IL
60462. Kev in is employed by Standard
Oil (Indiana).

Frank and Christina Gac have moved
from Los Alamos, N.M ., to 15330 N.E.
II th St., H317, Bellevue, WA 98007.
Michael W. Joshua is vice president and
general manager of J. M. Products Inc.,
Little Rock. He writes: "My company
has been selected as 'Small Business of
the Year' in Arkansas." He and Martha
make their home at 221-6 W. 22nd St.,
Little rock, AR 72204.
Robert Kissack sends a new address:
118 Cedar Lane, East Alton, IL 62024.
He is still employed at McDonnellDouglas in St. Louis.
Richard D. Laughlin is with BrotckeLaughlin Co. Inc., geotechnical consultants, Fenton, Mo. His home address
is 2537 Westglen Farms Drive, Ballwin,
MO 63011.

Frederick G. Schmidt is currently in
Egypt with Black and Veatch, Interna·
Randall G. Thompson sends a new mail- tional. His mailing address until 1985 is
ing address: 4686 Clearview Drive, clo Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schmidt, 210
Locust St., Wrightsville, PA 17368.
Bartlesville, OK 74006.

Derrel Triplett writes: " I am in the process of moving to Pittsburgh to accept a
new assignment with Iron and Steel
Tech Center of Davy McKee Corp."
Derrel can be reached c/o Davy McKee
Corp., 44 1 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh,
PA 15222.

Thomas P. Schneider, 265 Gerald,
Florissant, MO 63031, writes: "Been in
financial services industry for the past
two years. Recently passed federal and
state exams and am fully licensed as a
securities dealer with Sentra Securities
Corp."

Patricia (Long) Wist, 16902 Windrow,
Spring, TX 77379, writes: "We moved
to Texas in Dec. '83. David is a systems
engineer for Amdahl and I'm selfemployed as a contract programmer.
Our 'little' boy, Jeff, will be three on
I{ee,. 8.---;-;Q1Y how tiPie !,!Ie~! :' _ ,

1975
Vernon P. Boehme is currently assistant
vice president-heavy and highway division for Fred Weber Inc. Vernon, wife
Barbara and three children, Vernon Jr.,
6, Mindy, 4, and Christina, I, live at
2751 Creekmont Lane, St. Louis, MO
63125.
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Dale Hudson is now a senior ;eserve Jeffrey L. Feaster, a project engineer
engineer for Union Texas Petroleum with Butler Manufacturing, writes: "My
John L. Smith is now senior control Corp., Houston. He moved in Novem- wife Becky and I have one child , Melissa
systems engineer for General Electric ber to 2906 Stoney Brook , Houston , TX Leigh, born May 24." Thei r address is
7809 East 129 th Terrace, G randv iew,
Company, Salem, Va. He and Patricia 77057.
M064030.
live at 2783 Hillbrook Drive, S.W.,
John J. Jaeger, '76, 'Sl, writes:
Roanoke, VA 240 18.
"Employed by Mississippi Valley Struc- Randall J. Forchee, '77, 'Sl, 'S4, 'S4 is
Lawrence E. Smith is now living at 2323 tural Steel from 1977 to 1980 as a pro- now employed at Daniel Webster Colject engineer. Employed from 1980 to lege as an instructor. Randall lives at 33
Olive St., Kansas City, MO 64127.
the present by the Corps of Engineers, Congress St. , Apartment 6. Nashua, NH
St. Louis District, as a project manager 03062.
and structural engineer." His address is
148 Montana , St. Charles, MO 6330 I.
Daniel W. Grose sends a new address:
3117 Oak view Drive, Hurst, TX 76054.
Lindsay E. Lomax sends a new add ress:
1976
2982 N. Fulton Ave. , NE, Atlanta, GA Lesue R. Hamilton is now employed by
Earl Boesl, '76, '7S has been promoted 30305.
E. J. Werner & Associates, Raytown ,
to senior systems analyst for Phillips
Mo. He and Loretta live at 9940 High
Petroleum Co. He and Judy live at 1316 Michael F. McCarthy is the chief Drive, Leawood , KS 66206.
N. Choctaw, Dewey, OK 74029.
estimator (heavy-highway) for McCarthy Brothers Co. in St. Louis. He lives at
Donald D. Broekelmann, ' 76, 'S4, a 814 N. Woodlawn, Kirkwood , MO Larry Jackson writes: "A live and well
and living in Lima , (Lost In Mid design engineer for Nooter, writes: 63 122.
America) Ohio. Some things never
"Finally received a master's degree from
change!"
Larry is an engineer for Sohio
UM R in structures. Tina and I had a James A. Mills, PE, '76, 'SO, a project
baby boy, Ryan, making three kids now engineer for McCarthy , resides at 238 Chemical Co. and his address is 39
with Don and Katie. Still at the same ad- West Woodbine, Kirkwood , MO 63122. G reentree Circle, Cridersv ille, OH
45806.
dress, 7411 Leona, St. Louis, MO
63116."
Richard W. Mudd, president of Mudd
Engineering Co. lnc., lives at 1917 Edmund Kobylinski reports: "We have'a
new son, Patrick Arthur, born July 22,
Jan Christian is now employed as a sales Woodland Road, Sapulpa, OK 74066.
1984." Ed mund , Rae Ann and new son
representative for BASF Wyandotte
Corp. in Parsippany, N. J. Jan has Gregory L. Oppenhuis has moved from live at 59 19 Erv ing St., Springfield , VA
moved to 13 Chelsea Court , Ramsey , Sparta, NJ. to 5217 N. Oak Street Traf- 22 150 . Edmu nd is with Atlantic
NJ 07446.
ficway , Apt. I, Kansas City, MO 64 11 8. Research.

1975 Continued

Michael L. Emmerich, senior construc- Cathy Dulin Stellern is a civi l engition engineer, Texas City plant, for neer-structural design-for the Ten Monsanto writes: "Recently moved into nessee Valley Authority, 400 Summit
the construction group after three years Hill Drive, Knoxville, Tennessee.
in project engineering." His address is
17003 Stone Stile, Friendswood , TX Jennifer Wang is now regional
77546.
marketing manager for Manville Corp. ,
Long Beach, Calif. Her new home adJeff T. Fenton is now a senior research dress is 10 Monticello, Irvine, CA
chemist for Vista Chemical Co., Ponca 92714.
City, Okla. He is presently living at 508
Shamrock, Ponca City, OK 7460 I.
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Steve A. Martin, chief engineer at
Heatron , wr it es : "Designed a nd
patented C234 freezless wall hyd rant in
1982-8 3. Presentl y designing heaters for
plastic injection molding machines. Two
inventions being prepared for patents.
Planning on going into business venture
very soon with Weldon Labs." His address remains 10700 East 84th Terrace.
Raytown , MO 64138.

David H. Poe, '77, 'SO, has moved to
2109 Cedaroya l Drive, Des Peres, MO
63 131.

1978
Elaine (Christian) Balliew writes: "Our
first child, Nathan David, was born
Aug. 16, 1984. He keeps us rea ll y busy .
He weighed 8 Ibs. , 7 oz. and was 20 Yi
inches long." Elaine and Robert 'Ii ve at
1028 Harrison Ave., Loveland, CO
80537 . She is on ex tended leave of
absence from Hew lett-Packard.
James D. Hunicke sends a new address:
5400 College Ave. , Apt. 120, Snyder,
TX 79549.
Jerry F. Kounovsky has moved to 27 16
N. Cloverland Ave., Tuscon, AZ 85712.
Daniel L. Martin, '7S, 'SO, is employed
by Eastman Kodak . Dan and Carole,
'SO, live at 5043 Country Drive,
Kingsport, TN 37664.
Rita McMinn is now a research
engineer for Dupont, Wilmington , Del.
Rita and John live at 118 St. Regis
Drive, Newark , DE 19711 .
Steve Olson writes: " I have begun a new
job at Emerson. Electric following the reo
cent completion of my MBA degree at
Washington University. Product
manager ·ventilation means I have
responsibilit y for providing motors to
ceiling fan and whole house fan
manufacturers and other ventilation ap·
plications." Steve lives at 6220 Northwood Ave .. No. 15, St. Louis, MO
63105.
John M. Wooten is now director,
research and technology , for Peabod y
Holding Company Inc. , St. Louis. His
new home address is 302-f Enchanted
Parkway, Manchester, MO 63011.

1979

Paul C. Schnoebelen III, a vice presi·
dent of Lehman Brothers, Shearson ,
1977
Lehman/American Express Inc. , writes:
Mark S. Alvey, '77, 'Sl, and his wife, "I spent most of last yea r working in the
Susan , are proud to announce the birth firm 's London office. a terrific ex·
of their daughter, Laura Marie, born perience; returned to NYC in December
May 2. Their add,res~ is 124 ~ Da rlo,w, and have been working as a·generalist in
Memphis, TN 38122. Mark is a civil corporate fin ance si nce. Kind regards to
engineer in the geotechnica l design sec- my fellow Miner alumni." His address is
tion of the Memphis District, Corps of 907 Mad ison Avenue, New York. NY
10021
Engineers.

Terry Lee Blattel writes: " I accepted a
new job in August , 1982. as an engineer
in the rate department of the Gas Service Co .. which is a public utility serving
a four-state area. I received my profes·
sional registration on August 27. 1984. I
have been married now for three yea rs
and my wife's name is Sandi. We have
no children at this point." Their address
is 17304 51 st Terrace Court . Independence, MO 64055.

Keith L. Bockelman is now employed by
Colowyo Coal Co., Meeker, Colo.
Keith's mailing ad ress is 3828 Ex moor
Road , Craig, Co 81625.

James H. Simms is a Lt. Col with the
U.S. Army Engineers. His curren t mail ·
ing address is 600 Gorgas Road ,
Wahiawa, HI 96786.

Mark G. Call is now a staff engineer for
IBM , Boulder, Colo. Mark and Linda
live at 6626 Apache Court, Longmont.
CO 80501.

Francis D. Whelan is now group leader
for Emerson Electric in Ferguson. Mo .
He and Joan live at 30 I Argent.
Ferguson, MO 63135.

Patricia Anne Centner writes: "Have
changed my livelihood from engineering
into church ministry. I've entered the
Bernardine Franciscan Sisters Communit y in Pennsylvania and am studying to work in youth ministry." Her
mailing address is now c/o Maryview
Formation , 70 I Farview Road.
Villanova. PA 19085.
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1979 Continued
Carma J. (Stone) Gibler writes: "I am a
process engineer at Shell Chemical. I
married Glenn in February." Carma and
Glenn live at Route 2. Box 223. Little
Hocking. OH 45742.
Kirk R. Hastain writes: "Working for
ARCO Pipeline Co. Linda and I are do·
ing well. We have a beautiful daughter
who will be three in September." Their
address is P.O. Box 29. Independence.
KS 67301.
D. Kent Henson writes: "Have left
Burns & McDonnell after five years and
moved on to the multi-story buildings
group at Butler Manufacturing. Obtained the Missouri P.E. last October.
Would like to hear from classmates."
His address is 8306 C Hillcrest Road _
Kansas City. MO 64138.
Margaret (Fraser) and Steve Hibbeler,
both class of '79, h~ve moved to 3645
Thyme Drive. St. Charles. MO 63303.
Margaret writes: "Steve and I have
moved back to Missouri from Indiana.
Steve is working for Emerson Electron'ics & Space: I am staying home with
our son. Michael."

)

Jackie Hoiley is manager of Italo's
Ristorante in Roila and lives at Route 2.
Box 599, Rolla , MO 65401.
Robert J. Kreienheder writes: "Working
at Lock and Dam 26 (Replacement) project. Mississippi River, Alton . III , in the
Contract Administration sect ion . Second son born July 5, 1984. number one
son now two years." Bob's address is
726 So. Benton. St. ( harles. MO 6330 I.
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James E. Spencer moved in October to
6131 Rancho Mission Road , No. 326.
San Diego. CA 92108.
Charles A. Sullivan and wife Julie have
moved to 4102 Shirley Drive. Belleville.
IL 62223.
Gregory Lee Wayne is a design engineer
for B'town & Root, Houston. Greg and
Kathie write: "Would like to announce
the birth of our baby girl , Anastasia
Lynn , at 3 a.m., Jan. I, 1984 1 Also,
moving to second home-our mansion.
New address will be 14922 EI Tesoro.
Houston . TX 77083."
Clare A. WeIch is now living at 1817
Carlisle Drive E., Mobile. AL 36608.

1980
Dan Booher, '80, '81, an engineer with
Texas Eastern in Houston writes: "I am
presently the engineer responsible for all
offshore construct ion in the Gulf of
Mexico. The projects range from
fabrication of small gas metering skids to
installation of major pipeline arteries in
the gOlf." His home address is 4123
Monteith Drive, Spring, TX 77373.
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Robert W. Lovinggood is an operations
engineer for Shell Oil in Norco, La. He
and wife George Ann , reside at 4624
Orleans Ave., New Orleans, LA 70119.
Carole R. Martin is employed by
Eastman Kodak. Carole and Daniel, '78,
'80, live at 5043 Country Drive,
Kingsport, TN 37664.
Steven D. McCarter is now senior
design engineeer for Central Microwave
Co., Maryland Heights, Mo. Steve and
Frances have moved to 14 Park Charles
Blvd. So. , St. Peters, MO 63376.
Leslie McIntyre, is a test engin.eer for
Engineered Air Systems, St. Louis, Mo.,
and has moved to 1100 Highway C,
Glencoe, MO 63038.

Eric A. Schmidt is a staff engineer in the
construction division of Commercial
Shoring & Forming Inc. His home address is 12205 North Perry, No. 57,
Broomfield, CO 80020.
David W. Schmitt, P.O. Box 374, Rolla,
MO 6540 I, is a project engineer with
Anderson & Associates.
Charles D. and Anne Marie
Schackelford live at 3903 Peterson, Apt.
105, Austin, TX 78756. After receiving
his M.S. from the University of Texas in
1983 , he worked in Orlando, Fla. then
Oak Ridge, Tenn. before returning to
Austin this fall to pursue doctoral
studies with an emphasis in geotechnical
engineering.
Thomas B. Shilling now lives at 20 II St.
Clair, Brentwood, MO 63144.

Samuel Lee Miller, 3011 Jane Place
NE, No. 240, Albuquerque, NM 87111 ,
writes: " Received my Ph.D. in solid
state physics from Iowa State University
in May '84. I am working at Sandia National Laboratories as a member of the
technical staff in integrated circuit
research."

Gerald K. Smith writes: "Maren and I
are the proud parents of a not so new
baby boy, Adam Christopher born October 29, 1983." Gerald and Maren and
Adam are at home at 144 Fullbrook,
Lafayette, LA 70506. Gerald is a production engineer for C)1evron USA.

Homer Leon Poor is happy to report a
new son', Cody Wayne Poor, born Sept.
Russell Richard Moning is now
employed by the Boeing Military
25. 1984. weight 7 pounds 8 ounces.
Homer and family live on Route I. Box Thomas A. Dittmaier, '80, '82, is an en- Airplane Co., Wichita, Ks., as an
78 , Robards, KY 42452 .
-vironmental staff engineer for Burns & engineer. He and Colleen have moved to
McDonnell in Kansas City. His address 8924 Bluestem, Wichita, KS 67207.
Robert (Jerry) Rapp, 21 Mileva Court. is 17005 Hart Avenue, Independence,
Farmington. MO 63640. writes: "Just M064055.
John S. Nichols is now engineering
received notice that I passed the P.E. in
manager for Motorola Inc. , Phoenix. He
Mo. Two children . Greg-4 Y2 years, Martin J. and Elizabeth Eckelkamp and Marianne live at 1756 W. Los ArKatie· I0 months." Jerry's a hydraulic have moved to 5579 Harlan Square. St. boles, Chandler. AZ 85224.
engineer with the Corps of Engineers in Louis, MO 63123.
St. Louis.
Michael J. Perry sends a new address. It
Stephan Roy Howard is now project is 2710 Sun Meadow Drive, ChesterPaul P. Russell,. 2546 Knob Lane. engineer for Chevron Corp. He and Jan field, MO 63017.
Henderson . K Y 42420. is employed by . have moved to 35 Delano Ave. , San
ARCO AluminurT) at their Sebree Francisco. CA 94112.
David Reed, '80, '82, and wife Rebecca
Reduction Plant in 'Henderson
write: "We are discovering the pleasures
Quyen Cong Le, '80, '82, a civil and pitfalls of home ownership at our
A. Andrew Smith i? employed by engineer with the city of Los Angeles. new address-II 06 Flotilla Club Drive,
McDonnell-Douglas. He lives at 7472 lives at 5131 Van Buren Street. Yorba Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937."
Linda. CA 92686.
David is with Harris Corp.
Wise. Richmond Heights. MO 63117.

Keith S. Smith is now manager of
engineering and operations for Sussex
Rural Electrical Corp., Sussex, N.J.
Keith and Beth have moved to Route 5,
26 Tallahatchie Drive, Sussex, NJ
07461.

Ronald E. Lile is now a senior engineer
at Quintron Corp. He and Fern live at
2822 Woodside. Quincy. IL 6230 I.
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Robert C. Speck writes: "After five
years with an engineering consulting
firm . I joined the departme'nt of mining
and geological engineering, University
of Alaska. as an associate professor.
Both Pia and Jane thoroughly enjoying
our new surroundings in Alaska."
Robert and family now reside at 510
Yak Road. Apartment 855A. Fairbanks. AK 9970 I.

Robert Edward Culver is. a quality control engineer for Allied-Bendix
Aerospace, Kansas City, Mo. He and
Tonya live at 6807 E. 144th St. , Grandview . MO 64030.

Kenneth C. Smith writes: "I have moved
from Boeing Wichita to Boeing Seattle.
My wife Cindy is expecting our first
child in April 1985. My job title has
been changed from project structural
design engineer to configuration design
engineer. I am now in a recently formed
preliminary design group that develops
new military business for Boeing. My
future plans are to continue developing
my skills at airplane design . I love living
in the beautiful northwest and plan to
stay for awhile." He and Cindy live at
2025 W Street NW, Auburn, WA
98002.
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Tim A. Williams, project engineef, con·
struction operations . division , for McMark L. Spreitler is now vice president Carthy , \\-rites: "Past constructions profor Bemes Inc. Mark and Nancy's new jects: Mathews-Dickey Boys Club-new
mailing address is 162 Brightfield Drive, facility , and Missouri Botanical
Garden-new facility. Currently asBallwin, MO 63011.
signed to 'One City Centre' in
Eric Stassevitch has moved to 1323 downtown St. Louis, a 21-story office
159th Ave., No. 209, San Leandro, CA on top of a 5-story shopping mall." His
address remains 2372 Hiddenmeadow,
94578.
Manchester, MO 63011.

1980 Continued

Stephen G. Steele writes: "I've taken a
career change from chemical engineer to
the data processing department of Du·
pont Inc. I'm now the assistant project
leader for an MRPII installation here at
the photo and electronic products division plant in Pablin, N.J." Stephen's 1981
new home address is Cedar Lane, ApartJohn A. Behr, '81, '82, has moved to 33
ment 82B, Highland Park, NJ 08904.
Sa uk Court, Sparland, 1161565.
(

Michael D. Stewart, '80, '82, an
engineer for Alan Plummer &
Associates Inc. , writes that they've
moved to a new office building at 841
West Mitchell Street, Arlington , TX
76013. His home address remains 733
Pierce Drive, No. 179, Arlington, TX
760 II.
David, '80, '81, and Kathleen (Buhr),
'84, Strubber reside at 2217 Palestra,
No. 24, St. Louis, MO 63146.
Thomas J. Sullivan has moved to 6437
Morningside Drive, Kansas City, MO
64113. Thomas is an engineer/analyst
for Black and Veatch of Kansas City,
Mo.
Andrew J. Tayon Jr. sends, a new address: 12475 Ridgefield, St. Louis, MO
63131.

Donald C. Bisesi now lives at 1863 Fox
Run, No. 4, Lake Charles, LA 70605.
Joseph C. Cibulka is a test engineer for
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111. He
has moved his residence to 3433 N.
Gale, Peoria, IL 61604.
Roger K. Dougherty sends a new ad- ·
dress. It is 9313 Bales, Apt. 101 , Kansas
City, MO 64132.
Barry Eikmann writes: "I am enjoying
my job at Hussmann Corp. Diana and I
have recently bought a house and are
expecting our first child in January."
Barry and Diana's new address is 11574
Arroyo, Florissant, MO 63033 .
Fred W. R. Fass sends a new address:
1654 E. Newton Ave., Milwaukee, WI
53211.

Debbie (Kreher) Kiblinger is employed
Jeffrey A. Thornton sends a new ad- by Proctor and Gamble. Debbie and
dress: 1518 Swallow Drive, Brentwood, Mark make their home at 2712 Janet,
M063144.
.
Cape Girardeau, MO 6370 I.
Kevin M. VanMaele lives at 7038
Woodson Road , Raytown, MO 64133
now and is the project engineer-towers- for Andrew Corporation in
Kansas City.
George M. Visio writes: "I quit my job
with Empire District Electric in Joplin . I
am now a full time student at the
University of Missouri-Columbia working towards the master of business administration degree." George is now
residing at III AN . Stadium Blvd .,
Apartment 150, Columbia, MO 65804.
Robert J. Wille, a test engineer for
Caterpillar Tractor, lives at 612 Hudson
West , Peoria, IL61604.
Terry L. (Dixon) Wood sends a new address. She and Dan are living at 8802
Wind Side Drive, Houston, TX 77040.
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Robert K. Kornegay has a new mailing
address. It is 11261 Sherwood Oak
Court, St. Louis, MO 63146.
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Steven R. Howard is a member of the Don Reader writes: "I just started a new
technical staff of Bell Communications job here in Blytheville, (pronounced Bly·
Research, Piscataway, N.J . His home ville) Ark. as a manufacturing engineer
address is 33 Buffa Drive, Somerset, NJ with Borg-Warner Corp. It's a much bet08873.
ter job than my previous one as a proScott A. Liebel writes: "I took a job with cess engineer for 3M Co. in Columbia,
Union Electric at the Callaway Nuclear Mo., though I wil miss Columbia itself
Plant immediately following graduation. somewhat. Engineering management
I spent two years as the company's B.S. is still relatively unknown and takes
liaison to the constructor, Daniel Inter- quite a selling job, but it provided a good
national, in the project cost control background for my field. Any other
department. Since then, I have been ap- engineering management grads who
pointed to the rate case task team pro- want to compare job findings and onviding cost reconciliations to the the-job experiences please write. Also,
Missouri Public Service Commission. any Raiders or P.p.. .'s from '75-'1 9 let me
With the plant nearing commercial know how you are doing. Also. of
operation and once the rate case is over, course, any Pi Kapps or Wesleyites or
I plan to stay on at the p,lant in the University choir members, too." Don's
muclear cost construction area." Scott's address is Capri Apartments, No. 60 I ,
new home address is 1629 Westview 1001 N. 2nd St., Blytheville, AR 72315.
Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65101.
Jon Anthony Richards writes: "I am
John M. Lovejoy writes: "I am a quality now employed in the construction seccontrol shift supervisor with the elec- tion of the civil engineering group of Ex ·
trographic papers division of Crown xon Co. in New Orleans, dealing
Zellerbach in North Portland, Ore. I primarily with offshore structures. My
resigned from the U. S. Army as a cap- wife and I have a two-year-old girl , Lori ,
tain in Feb. '84 to assume my current and are expecting another child in
position. I live at 1713 Norris Road, December." Their address is 1512-A
Kings Road , Harvey, LA 70058.
Vancouver, WA 98661."

Patrick Martin now receives mail at 202
Steven G. Garbs, an engineering ser- Brooksboro Terrace, Nashville, TN
vices processor for Varco-Pruden , has 37217.
moved to 5109 Fa raon , Apt. E, St.
Joseph, MO 64506.
Cynthia L. Monds is now applications
engineer for Hussmann Refrigeration ,
Ben Hankins is an instructor, U. S. Ar- Bridgeton , Mo . Cy nthia lives at 12365 F
my Engineers, Ft. Belvoir, Va. His mail- Maverick Drive, Maryland Heights,
ing address is P. O. Box 184, Ft. Belvoir, MO 63043.
VA 22060.
Mark J. Nealon sends a new address:
Mark S. Huck is a bridge engineer for 735 Dallwood Drive, St. Louis, MO
Harrington & Cortelyou Inc., Kansas 63126.
City , Mo. He married Cindy Preston on
June 2. Cindy is employed at Burns & James W. Nelden writes: "Jamie
McDonnell in Kansas City and is a Luanne Nelden, born April 26, 1984,
graduate of Fort Osage High School in made Angela Louise Nelden, 3, a big
Independence. Mark and Cindy make sister." James and family live at 720
their home at 1122 Redwood Drive, In - Lara Road, Normal, IL 61861. He
works for GTE.
dependence, MO 64056.

Robert M. Schaefer mov ed in
September to 11 233 Calico, Kansas City , M064137 .
Michael E. Schmidt is operations and
systems engineer at Ft. Lewis, Wash. He
writes: " In third year of a three-year in·
tern program. In charge of directorate of
engineering and housings computer
system ." His home address is' 138 54
South J St. , Tacoma, WA 98444.
Charles A. Sheppard, E.I.T. Project
Manager for Sheppard Morgan
Schwaab Engineers, sends the following
new address: 3420 Rosenberg Lane,
God rey, IL 62035.
Louis J , Thuet now lives at 3058 Sir
Christopher, Florissant, MO 63033 .

Alumni Personals _____________________________________________
1981 Continued
Bonnie Boland Van Horn, a struct ural
engineer with Sargent & Lundy, writes:
"1 am enjoyi ng working in the Wind y
City. My husband. Mark , is a partner in
a suburban veterinary clinic." Their address is 3829 Canterbury Court. Apt.
GA. Richton Park. IL 60471.
Greg Youll. '8\, '83, is a general
engineer for the Department of the Ar·
my, St. Louis. His new home address is
424 Droste. SI. Charles. MO 6330 I.

1982
David B. Akers, 240 I Spring Creek
Parkway, No. 2102. Plano. TX 75023.
is a junior engineer with Huitt-Zollars
Inc., in Plano.
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Thomas W. Blackburn, '82, '84, is now Stephen E. Pashia has moved to I 101 7
a materials engineer for Alpha Testing L Oak Forest Parkway Drive, St. Louis.
I
in Dallas. His new address is 4280 Trini· M063 146.
ty Mills Road, Dallas, TX 75248 .
A. Kent Peccola is employed by Shell
Oil Company and resides at 1802B
Charlie Goldwasser is a supply analysis
Ramada, Collinsville, IL 62234.
engineer for Pacific Lighting Gas Supp·
Iy Co .. Los Angeles. He and Laura live
Kimberly S. Signori no has moved to
at 5227 Tyrone Ave., Van Nuys, CA
9140 J. Charlie writes: "Laura, myself, 1923 McKelvey Hill Drive, Maryland
and our two dogs, Casey and Domino, Heights, MO 63043. Kimberly is a eonstruction coordinator for Bonge Corp.,
are enjoying the California beaches,
St. Louis.
mountains and sunshine. I recently took
up hang gliding and love it I"
Paul John Smith is employed as a
criminalist (chemist) for the City of St.
Scott E. Landon is a design engineer for
Louis Metro Police Department. He and
the City of Commerce City, Colo. Scott
Mary
Allison (Reitz) now li ve at 4159
receives mail at 1699 S. Trenton,
St. Louis, MO 631 16.
Potomac,
Denver, CO 80231.

Marvin L. Larson writes: "Finished
M.A. in economics at UMSL in May ,
1984. I am currently teaching at SMSU
William Bauer, 11316 E. 62nd -5t., (Southwest Missouri State University)
Ra ytown, MO 64133 , writes: "Em- and love it! HoUer if you're passing
ployed at Bendix-Kansas City Division, through ." Marvin and DeAnne live at
in the telemetry engineering and fabrica- 1166 S. Virginia, Springfield, MO
tion department. Also. I am program 65804.
chairman, IEEE-K.C. section ."
Kurt A. Liebel writes: "The F.A.A. has
Doug Clamors is currently residing at just certified Sperry's latest autopilot,
4341·L Spring Creek, Dayton , OH the SP-300, which is installed in
Boeing's 737-300. It is an all digital
45405. He is working for Teknor Apex.
autopilot employing dissimilar processRusell Dahlgren writes: "I am presently ing techniques; this architecture makes
mud logging for a major independent the autopilot extremely fault tolerant
mud logging compan y in the over· thrust and fail passive for generic faults in pro·
and Wind Ri ver Basins of Wyoming. On cessor hardware or software. I was
days off I'm look ing fo rward to sk iing to pleased to be part of the team wh ich
beat hell at Jackson. Steamboat, Sun- developed this autopilot." Kent's adbird , or Summit County." R'ussell lives dress is 16814 N. 34th Ave. , Phoenix,
at 418 Cormorant, Ft. Collins, CO AZ 85023.
80525.
Mark Long sends a new address: 1235
Kimberly Denney is an 'en'gineer for E. I. Fu lbright Ave., Redlands, CA 9f373 .
Dupont, Deer Park, Texas. She and hus·
band, Michael Doyle. now live at 2519 Wendell E. McCulley is employed by
Corral Trail, Friendswood, TX 77546 .
Motorola Inc. as a design engineer. He
lives at 1917 N. Bullmoose Drive,
Tim Ervin is an electrica l engineer fo r Chandler, AZ 85224. His phone is
the Department of Defense, Ft. Meade, 602/963·241 8.
Md. His new home address is 8789
Cloudleap Court, No. 22, Columbia, Steven McCullough writes: "M y wife
MD21045 .
Lynn and I are expecting our first child
in April." He is employed at Emerson
Russell G. Espinosa has a new position Electric and lives at 1101 S. 74th St..
as manufacturing engineer for General No. 8, Belle ville, IL 62223.
Motors Corp., Flint, Mich. Russell and
Maria have moved to 336 Sheffield, Jeffrey W. McKee is a sales engineer fo r
Flint, MI 48503 .
Trane Co. , King of Prussia, Pa. Jeff and
Audrey are expecting a baby in March.
Diana (Wilson) Esry has moved to 1023 Their mailing address is P. O. Box 41 2,
Southeast 7th St. . Lee's Summit. MO Skippack , PA 19474 .
64063.
William .E. McKinzie III is currently
Elizabeth J. Glynn, 303 Bright employed by Motorola. Will li ves at 944
Meadows. Ballwin, MO 630 II , writes: W. Ma in , No. 1021 , Mesa , AZ 8520 I.
"I am now in my last year of law schooL
1 hope to find a position next year in environmentallaw or patent law . I hope to Gary J. Mizer, an engineer with the
use my engineering education from Texas Highwa y Department, sends a
UMR . I am in the top VJ of my law new address: 410 Aven ue E, N E,
Childress. TX 7920 I.
school class at St. Louis University."

Phillip L. ~
66th Terrace, Kan~""
Karl I. Doner is employed by the t ...
pire District Electric Co., and lives at
318 N. Jackson, Joplin, MO 6480 I.
Beverly Ernst reports: "I am doing just
fine and am very happy working for
3M." Beverly is at home at 924 S.
Stewart, Apt. 17B , Springfield, MO
65802.
Joyce E. Hierholzer is a designer·P3 for
the Missouri State Highway Depart·
ment in Jefferson City, Mo. Joyce
resides at 907 A-8 Southwest, Jefferson
City, M06510J.

Christopher J. Thomas is now a
research engineer for Dow Chemical
Co. , Freeport, Texas. He and Allison
have moved to 200 Brazoswood, No.
260 I, Clute, TX 7753 J.

Jody B. Houser reports: "I am alive and
well in the Congo, teaching the
Aborigines the finer points of
'Quarters' ". Jody's mailing address is
4802 N. Winn, Apt. 10, Kansas City,
M064119.

John T. Topi is currently working as a
HV AC engineer for General Services
Administration , Design and Const ruc·
tion Division in Kansas City, Mo. John
resides at 11227 Gill St., Sugar Creek,
M064054.

Chris and Jill Johnson are proud to
report the birth . of Marcy Lillian
Johnson on August 14, 1984. Chris and
family live at 1838 N. James St., Rome,
NY 13440. He is with the U.S. Air
Force.

James J. Webb is working on his M.S.
in mining engineering at SIU in Carbondale, IlL and working fo r Kerr-McGee
Coal Co. His new address is Rt. 3, Box
150 B, Marion, IL 62959.

Dan Kasperski and Beth Barickman·
Kasperski, both from the class of '83,
are employed with Pratt & Whitney Air·
craft in West Palm Beach, Fla. They
send a new home address: 143 Wander·
ing Trail, Jupiter, FL 33458. Beth is a
civil design engineer.

1983

Kenneth J. Kozlowski began work as a
sales & field engineer for Ceeo Corp. in
Kansas City in January. His address is
3810 North Cherry Lane, Kansas City,
M064116.

C. N. Bapat sends his new address: 104
N. Kenilworth Ave., Oak Park, IL
60 301 .

Mark E. Bartholme is now an associate
engineer at Interstate Electronics Corp. ,
Anaheim , Calif. Mark has moved to
3000 S. Main St. , No. 84D, Santa Ana ,
CA 92707.
Carl Gordon Behr (Ens.) has moved to
3531 Mont Martre, Apt. 1144, Orlando,
FL 32822.
Todd A. Blackford has moved to 1602
E. Buckley, Brownfield , TX 793 16.
William H. Bond is currently a graduate
student at UMR working on his Ph.D.
in civil engineering. He and Lydia live at
No . 19 Windsor, Rolla , MO 6540 I.
Steve Chapple is an electrical engineer
for Texas Instruments Military Products, Midland, Texas. His current
home add ress is 3600 N. Midland Drive,
Apt. 14·H, Midland, TX 79707.
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Alumni Persona/s ______________________________________________________________
Gregory J. Tolcou writes: "Employed Derek W. Hannah is employed by I-;Iarby Highway Department since June. ris Corp .. and li ves at 141 Beth Lane.
Angela Lathan has moved to 734 N. Recently became engaged to Peggy Apt. 260, West Melbourne. FL 3290 I.
Mattler of South St. Louis. We plan to
Central, Enid, OK 73701 .
be married July 13, 1985." His address Dennis R. Hayes, a construction inspecTom Mahl writes: "I have been working remai ns 9 14 Erski ne Ave., St. Louis, tor for the Missouri Highway Depart as a production supervisor in the M063125 .
ment , sends the follow ing new address:
galvanizing department at Granite Cit y
502 West 8th . Apt. 4. Mountain Grove.
Steel since January, 1984." Tom is at Doug W. Wesselschmidt, a construc- MO 65711.
home at 1044 Mullerus, Apt. 303, St. tion inspector for the Missouri Highwa y
Department sends the following address: Mahmoud Husayni has moved from
Louis, MO 63138.
1010 Ingleside Place, Lee's Summit, MO Washington DC to Yemen . His new adPhilip D. McPherson started work fo r 64063.
dress is P.O. Box 3198. Hodeidah,
Manville Building Material Corp. on
Yemen Arab Republic.
Sept. 24 as a production shift supervisor Timothy L. White writes: "Have been
at their plant in Waterville, Ohio. Phil employed by Allison Gas Turbine Divi- Gregory J. Kiaer, a civil design engineer
and Barbara are now living at 561 9 sion of General Motors since February. for Booker Associates of St. Louis, lives
Ryewyck Drive, Suite C, Toledo, OH I am a member of the design group for a at 25 Lake Drive, Troy, IL 62294.
small turbo-shaft gas turbine engine,
43614.
primarily used in light helicopters. 1 sing Terry C. Leeds, a design engineer for
Howard Mizuki writes: "I have recently in the Indianapol is Symphonic Choir Black & Veatch , sends a new address:
been assigned the task of becoming a and am still losing my hair." Timothy 9821 Locust , Apt. 12, Kansas Cit y, MO
paint specialist for Buick." Howard lives has moved to 7842 W. South County 64131.
at 4219 Boulder Drive, Burton, MI Line Road , Camby, IN 46 11 3.

1983 Continued

48529.
Bruce D. Murray writes: "Still work for
Warren Petroleum Co. I was transferred
to a New Mexico plant as plant engineer
in November '83. I married Barbara
Howard on August 20, 1983, in
Houston in the aftermath of Hurricane
Alicia. Our mailing address is P. O. Box
465, Lovington, NM 88260."
Bryan D. Peetz writes: "This May I will
be graduating from UMR with my M.S.
in computer science." Bryan resides at
2006A Forum, Rolla, MO 65401 .

Paul Wongeher is now civil engineer for
the U.S. Arm y Corps of Engineers, Ft.
Worth , Texas. Paul resides at 6003
Village Glen , No. 3109, Dallas, TX
75206.
David E. l ink lives at 2625 Lebanon
Ave. , Belleville, IL 62 22 1. He is a
strength engineer, stress analysis, for
McDonnell Aircraft.

Stephen J. Poppe writes: "Entered U.S.
Navy nuclear power officer program
and received my commission Oct. 5.
1984." His home address is 326 Big
Bend . Valley Park. MO 63088.
.David M. Purol write: "Going to
school is definitely worth it. I've already
made up part ying time lost beca use
some prof insists on gi ving outrageous
and ridiculous exams." His address is
5029 Berwyn Rd .. College Park . MD
20740.
Kathleen M. (Buhr) Strubberg and husband David, '80, '81, reside at 2217
Palestra, No. 24, St. Louis, MO 63 146 .

David Mark Trampe is a graduate student at the Universit y of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. He recently was
given honorable mention for his entry
submitted in the student contest problem competit ion fo r the A. McLaren
White Award sponsored by the American Institute of Chemica l Engineers
Andrew E. Maynard is now a manufac- (AICh E).
turing engineer for Teledyen MEC,
Rancho Cordova, Ca lif. He and Kath y
live at 9816 Fair Oaks Blvd., Apt. 807, Mark A. Webb is now a junior t:ngineer
Fair Oaks, CA 95 628 .
with Empire Laboratories. His new ad dress is: P.O. box 2556, Longmont . CO
Gregory 1\.. Mcintosh is now electrical 8050 1.
engineer·avionics systems-for Boeing
Military Airplane Co., Wichi ta , Kan . David Weingaertner sends a new ad ·
He and Joyce have moved to 9100 E. dress: 6789 Glen Maw r Ave., EI Cerrito.
Harry, No. 2005, Wichita, KS 67207.
CA 94530 .

408 Sandra J ean Witcher is an engi neer for
J.S. Alberici Construction Co. in St.
Loui . Her address is 303 Portwind
Norman Ragan is currently living at
Karen Sue Moeller, a civil engineer with Place. Ballwin , MO 63011.
3807 Half Turn Road, Apartment 203 ,
Black & Veatch in Kansas Cit y sends
Colorado Springs, CO 80917. He is
the following address: 10921 Cypress, Michael D. leltmann is now a construcworking for Computer Automation.
1984
tion inspector for the Missouri State
Kansas City, MO 64137 .
Highway Department and li ves at 360
Richard
W.
Altheide
married
Phyllis
Stephen E. ReiDy sends a new address. It
Joseph T. Pericich is now mechanical Rainbow Dri ve. St. Louis, MO 631 25.
Marie
Sage
on
August
18
at
the
Imis 2309 W. Broadway, Apt. 218, Colummanuel Lutheran Church in Rolla. engineer for Black and Veatch. Kansas
bia, MO 65 203 .
Richard is a computer systems program- City , Mo. He lives at 7575 West 106 , Bradley C. likes is currentl y li ving at
mer
for UMR . Ph yllis is currently a Apartment 62, Overland Park . KS 31 31 Matthew Drive, Apt. H, Kokomo,
Diane Schaefer is employed by IBM .
IN 46902 .
senior
at UMR and is employed as a 662 12.
She lives at 10-4 London Drive, Fishkill,
computer programmer fo r the U. S.
NY 12524.
De partm ent of Interio r-Geo logi ca l
Survey , Rolla. The couple li ves at
Bill Schulze writes: "I am a prod uct sup- 1307B Cal ifo rn ia, Rolla, MO 6540 1.
port engineer for the HP64000 Logic
Development System. My wife Cathy is Wayne B. Cochran has moved to 7817
a UMC EE graduate, and is a sales sup- E. Sheridan, Scott dale, AZ 85257.
port engineer for HP-Colorado Springs
Division." Bill and Cathy are at home at T. J. "Tom" Dalton is 'n'ow section
1662 A-I Gatehouse Circle, Colorado chief-VLSI production for AT&T
Springs, CO 80904.
Technologie Inc_. Lee's Summit. Mo.
Tom is living at 1005 E 67 th St.,
Kent Steffens is now civil engineering Gladstone, MO 641 18.
technician for the Western Division
Naval Facilities Engineering Command John William Finke ends a new adin San Bruno, Calif. Kent's new home dress: 1040 -5 Cat herin e Co urt ,
address is 238 Roosevelt , No.3, Red- Seymour, IN 47274.
wood City, CA 94061.
Ke nneth D. Gardiner is now with the
Michael D. Stroder is employed by Lit- U.S. Arm y orps of Engineers and hi
ton ACD. Mike lives at 930 S. Camp- address is USAEDFE, APO Sa n Fran1984 ROLL AMO
bell, Apt. P34, Springfield, MO 65806 .
cisco 962 18.
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David S. Miley has moved
Heyser St. , Jackson, M 149203.

to

MSM .. UMR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Telephone (314) 341-4171; (314) 341-4172
OFFICERS
Term Expires
President ...... .. . . . . . . . James B. McGrath , '49 .. . .. . . .. ... . . ) 2425 Balwyck Lane .. ...... ) 986
St. Louis, MO 63131
President Elect . .. ... . . ... Arthur G . Baebler, '55 ....... . .. . .... 20 Fox Meadows .. ... .. . ... 1986
Sunset Hills, MO 63127
Vice President . . .... . ... . Alfred J. Buescher, '64 .. . ....... . .. . . 624 Golfview Drive . ...... .. 1986
Ballwin, MO 630 II
.. Show Me, Inc., P.O. Box 573 . 19.86
.1. Robert· Patterson, '54 . .
Vice President. .
Sikeston,MO 63801
.. 7412 Admiral Drive ...... . . 1986
Vice President . . . . . . . .. . John B. Toomey. '49.
Alexandria , V A 22307
. Ernst A. Weinel , '44. . ... . .. . . .. . . . . 1502 West 50 . . . . .. . . . .. . . 1986
Vice President . . . .
O'Fallon, MO 62269
......... Metallurgical Engineering ... 1986
Vice President . .. . . . . . . . Robert V. Wolf. '51.
UMR, Rolla, MO 65401
. ....... . . .. 7115 Aliceton Ave ... ... . ... 1986
Matteo A. Coco, '66 .
Secretary ...... . . .
St. Louis, MO 63123
.. J.L. "Jack" Painter, '50 ... .. . . . . .. . . 1610 Wilson Circle ........ . 1986
Treasurer .
Rolla, MO 6540 I
DIRECTORS AT LARGE
Term Expires
.7 300 W. Stetson Place, No. 41 , Littleton , CO 80123. . .
. .. . . 1985
. . 180 Mt. Olive Drive, Bradbury, CA 910 10.
. ... 1985
. .. P.O. Box 809, First City National Bank, Houston, TX 7700 I . . . 1986
. Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. , P.O. Box 2008 .
. . 1987
Lakeland, FL 33806
.. 1987
Ron,ald A. Tappmeyer, '47. . .
.2226 Cou ntry Club Drive, Sugar Land, TX 77478 .
. . . . 1985
Armin J. Tucker, '40 ..... . . . . . . . 6464 Overlook Drive, Alexandria, V A 223 12.

Thor Gjelsteen. '53 .. . .
James D. Gosti n, '44 .
Pa ula Hudson , '73.
Gerald L. Stevenson. '59 .

Area Zip
Code Numbers
AREA DIRECTORS
Term Expires
00-14 David 1. Blume. '65.
. ... II Musket Trail, Simsbury, CT 06070.
.1986
15·26 Robert C. Perr y. '49.
. .. 302 Fox Chapel Road, No. 409. Pittsburgh, PA 15238 . . . . . . .. . 1986
27-36 Wayne R. Broaddus, Jr.. '55 . P.O. Box 2545,405 Esther Drive, Dalton, GA 30720.
. 1985
37-45 Russell A. Kamper, '62 . ..5674 Shadow Oaks, 'Dayton, OH 45440. . . . . . . . .
. 1986
46-52 Robert L. Seaman, '69 .... . . 8305 N. Yellowstone, Route 7, Muncie, IN 47302 ..
.. 1987
53·61 Eugene 1. Daily, '36 .
. . 1114 Lincolnshire, Champaign, IL 61821 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 1985
62-62 Max A. Burgett, '54 ....... . 2219 Dewey St., Murphysboro, IL 62966 . .
. 1987
63-65 Jerome T. Berry, '49 ....... Route 4, Box 419, Rolla, MO 65401. . . .
. . 1987
63-65 Robert T. Berry, '72 . . . . .. 8205 Harris St. , Raytown , MO 64138 . .
.........
. ... 1987
63·65 Harold G. Butzer, '47 . . .. . 411 Schellridge, Jefferson Ci ty, MO 6510 1.
. .... 1985
63·65 Harold R. Crane, '53 . . .... 480 Country Club Drive, Hannibal , MO 6340 I .
. .. . . 1986
63·65 Mary S. Klorer, '81 . .
. 9165 Robin Court, St. Louis, MO 63144 ............ . . . .. . .. 1987
63-65 B. Neil Lewis. '58 .
. 115 College St. , P.O. Box 627, Kennett, MO 63857 .. . . .. .. ... 1985
63-65 Kenneth D. Pohlig, '64 ..... 2 Vienne Court, Lake St. Louis, MO 63367 .......... . . . . . . . . 1986
63·65 Robert E. Vansant, '51 ..... 435 E. 55 St. , Kansas City, MO 64110. . . . . . . . .
. . . 1986
66-72 Peter E. Desjardins, '44 .... 308 Bacque Crescent, Lafayette, LA 70503.
. ... . ...... . . 1987
73-75 David D. Kick , '57 ......... 4915 S. Lakewood Drive, Tulsa, OK 74135 ... . ... .. ... .. .... 1985
76-77 James B. Chaney, '48 . . .... 16218 Chipstead Drive, Spring, TX 77379... . .
. .... 1985
78·84 1. Richard Hunt, '50. . .
. 14913 Highway 82, Carbondale, CO 81623 . . ....... .. ...... 1986
85·92 Albert S. Keevil, '43.. . . . ) 442 Yost Drive, San Diego, CA 92 109.
.........
. 1987
93·99 Robert L. Ray, '47 .
. .. . 6045 Estates Dr ive, Oakland, CA 94611 . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . . 1985
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
F rank Appleyard, '37 .
. P.O. Box ) 991, Tubac, AZ 85640
Robert W. Klorer. '44 ..
. . 12131 Dorsett Road , Suite 130, Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Joel F. Loveridge, ' 39 ..
. .. 739 Country Manor Lane. Creve Coeur, MO 63141
Walter e. Mul yca, '65 .. . . . ...... 54 Westwood Drive, Massena, NY 13662
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Term Expires
Robert D. Bay. '49 .......... . ... Black & Veatch, 1500 Meadow Lake Parkway .. .
. ...... . 1988
Kansas City, MO 641 14
Joseph W. Mooney, '39 ..... ... . . 7383 Westmoreland, University City, M063130 .. . . . .. . . . ... 1986
Lawrence A. Spanier, '50 ... . : ... 5 Pettit Drive, Dix Hills, NY 11746 ........ . . . .. . ..... . . . . 1990
EX-OFFICIO DIRECTORS
. . Missouri Electrochem Inc., 10958 Lin·Valle Drive
St. Louis, MO 63123
. .. 9148 Clearlake Drive, Dallas. TX 75225
Robert M. Brackbill, '42 . .
Paul T. Dowling, '40 ... . ... . . . . . 10144 Windihg Ridge Road. St. Louis, MO 63124
R.O. Kasten, '43 .. . ......... .. . 90 1 West 114th Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64114
Peter F. Mattei. '37 ....... . . . ... 9954 Holliston Court, St. Louis, MO 63124
Melv in E. Nickel , '38...
. . . 10601 South Hamilton Ave., Chicago, IL 60643
F.e. Schneeberger. '25 . . . . . . . . . One Briar Oak, St. Louis, MO 63132
James W. Stephens. '47. . .
. Missouri Public Service Co., P.O. Box 11739
Kansas City, MO 64138

Richard H. Bauer, '52. ....

STAFF
. . Executive Vice-President, MSM ·UMR Alumni Association and
Vice Chancellor, Office of AlumnilDevelopment Affairs, UM ·Rolla
Larry Allen. .... . .. . .. .. . . . .. Assistant Director, Alumni Activities
Louise Wilson. . . . . . . . .
. . . Admin. Secretary, Alumni/Development
Sally White.. . .. .
. . . . . Editor, MSM ALUMNUS
MSM ·UMR Alumni Association, Harris Hall, UMR, Rolla, MO 65401·9990

Frank H. Mackaman .
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The University of Missouri-Rolla and
The Order of the. Golden Shillelagh
Sponsor
Tour of Ireland-Wales-England
You are invited to join Howard and JoAnn Eloe for a tour of Ireland , Wales and England May 16
through May 29 . This tour, sponsored by UMR and the Order of the Golden Shillelagh, has several
features designed specifically for MSM -UMR alumni and friends. The group will be hosted by Howard
and JoAnn Eloe. Howard is director of UMR 's development fund and executive secretary of the Order
of the Golden Shillelagh. While in Dublin, the group will meet UMR Chancellor and Mrs. Joseph M.
Marchello who will be in that city for a meeting with officials of University College Dublin. The group
will also meet with certain faculty members of UC D who will provide special information and tours of
Dublin and Ireland . .
Also. the group will stay in only four hotels during the tour, which will minimize luggage handling
and packing problems, and will tour points of interest from these central locations in a personal motor
coach. All transportation and most meals will be prov ided except during leisure periods.
Cost of the 14-day tour is $ 1,994 per person- to and from Boston . For further details and a tour
brochure, call or write: Howard Eloe, Alumni-Development Office, 101 Harris Hall , University of
Missouri -Rolla , Rolla. MO 65401 (phone: 314-341-405 4)
MSM'- UMR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Uni v ersity of Mi ssouri -Rolla
ROLLA , MISSOURI 65401-9990
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